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13

During my two years with Hothouse, I’ve mulled over what our journal’s title 

truly means. This year, more than any other, I hope our journal reflects the 

definition I’ve formulated—our Hothouse is a hotbed of  inspiration, where 

the creativity of  English majors can grow and thrive like exotic plants. This 

year’s journal represents the hard work of  writers, staffers, the English de-

partment, and friends who supported us. I couldn’t be prouder.

As my graduation day draws near, I’m realizing just how important Hot-

house has been to my education. The too-shy-for-ambition girl who entered 

UT four years ago is no more. I’m incredibly grateful for all I’ve learned 

from this journal and the kind, determined people who have helped create 

it. I hope that our corner of  UT continues to reflect the creativity of  Eng-

lish majors, and that their words and work continue to inspire and change 

others—just as they have inspired and changed me—for years to come.

–JORDAN ELlZABETH SMITH

Another year in the English department has flown by, filled with required 

reading; amidst the flurry of  assignments we must complete, it can be easy 

to forget just how plain fun it is to read. Hothouse renews in us that ardent 

love for literature that can be easy to miss during the hustle-bustle of  class-

es. Hothouse is more than just a journal for English majors: It is a group of  

friends who meet together to share a common ardor for words. 

I am proud of  the journal that we have produced this year, but so much 

more than that, I cherish the wonderful friendships that Hothouse has 

brought about. We laughed, read, wrote, and created this badass journal 

together. We learned about ourselves and each other.

It is my and my fellow staff  members’ delight and privilege to share 

with you this fifth volume of  Hothouse Literary Journal.

–EMILY MATHIS

EDITORS’  NOTES





POETRY
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A SMALL BUT SIGNIFICANT 
MORNING POEM

KAYLEIGH HUGHES

Today I woke up

And realized I had been asleep in an Elizabeth Bishop parenthetical 

For something like three months, if  not a lifetime.

Upon standing I was surprised to find

That those perfect bookends of  punctuation (and more)

Came up no higher than my knees

And when I tapped one easily with my toe

It lost its rigid balance and tumbled backwards,

Leaving me upright in a now open-ended morning.
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WHEN I  GOT HOME I  PUT MY 
SOCKS ON THE CLOTHESLINE

MADISON FORD

horizontal layers of  ancient rock

begging to be climbed.

this mudstone crumbles beneath my boots

and sheds its layers like a snake,

plopping into the stagnant leftovers of  wednesday’s rain.

we drip fossils through our fingers,

they smell like mud.

  [do you feel wet yet?]

your boot skids

on pyrite

and I press my hand into the mossy wall.

maybe I’ll push right through it,

but I just get fuzz on my palm.

my fingers are sticky with sap –

golden gloopy sap

that smells like maya’s herbal remedies.

  [look –

  this fallen log has made a bridge.

  if  you avoid the thorns

  you’re done with the hardest part]

this used to be a great river;

I pretend that we are underwater,

hopping from rock to rock,

astronauts of  the deep.



DEAR FR IEND

KELSEY AMUNDSEN

I noticed it once in a sigh—

That all the familiar names and songs sounded different every time,

And I suppose there are some things

You just can’t explain.

I heard it once from some mouth on a train—

That if  you ever listen in the dark, when everyone else is amid some dream,

You will never be alone.

I thought it once when I was staring out a window—

That the cherry tree just doesn’t belong,

And I suppose everybody already knows

That something is wrong,

But I thought it was beautiful anyway.

I just thought you might know what I mean.

18



DILATION

DYLAN BYNUM

She is so beautiful you might not even notice, like a blank night sky secretly 

full of  stars. Like you step out onto a dark balcony, and your pupils are still 

hiding behind strained irises because they don’t yet realize you’re no longer 

inside. Back inside is a dinner party—or, “our little soirée” as the hostess 

always insisted on calling it. Back inside it is brightly lit with electric lights 

glittering through crystal chandeliers down onto gleaming marble and pol-

ished wood countertops, onto glittering backless dresses that hold up glit-

tering faces all stretched into toothy smiles, onto glittering top-shelf  liquor 

bottles behind the open bar that are the life of  the party. The aggressive 

glittering is shushed as the door closes behind you, but your post-traumatic 

stressed eyes can now only make out the sharp crescent smile of  the moon 

just above the trees. It smiles at you kindly, though the rest of  the sky seems 

rather empty and dull. Except . . . except for that point of  light there, a 

single speck that might be a candle flickering at the peak of  some invisible 

mountain. Another flame lights near it. Then another. Then another, and 

another. And pretty soon, your eyes can’t seem to focus fast enough as you 

come to realize that above you lay the sacred remains of  a great archetypal 

diamond that long ago exploded across this deep expanse of  midnight vel-

vet canvas. And they all glitter–the moon, the stars, the sky itself; but not 

in the purposeful way of  the long-forgotten party behind you. These glitter 

like they do it because there’s just no other possible way for them to exist. 

So you stand there, unlit cigarette dangling between your limp fingers, star-

ing out into the nothing that is really everything. 

This is her beauty and how you notice it: a blank night sky, secretly full of  

stars.
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ADAM IN THE MORNING

KAYLA MOSES

It is too early for ghosts.

The air does not know

To be breathed; 

It throbs with the weight

Of  sap and rain,

 and of  wetness underfoot.

It leaves a filmy newness

   on the skin – 

Like something only recently 

Brought into being –

 yawning, and arching its back.
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DAMP THINGS

KAYLEIGH HUGHES

It’s been almost raining for days.

A heaviness hangs low between the buildings.

Almost thunder and almost lightning

Have left my stomach in a knot of  almost:

The hardest kind of  knot to undo

Because what can you grab onto?

The wind throws rocks at my window

But it’s always on its way to somewhere else. 

It slams the door shut behind me,

And I’m standing outside 

In a field of  gray.

The clouds won’t tell me what time it is, but still,

I know all the air I’m breathing in this moment

Will be 20 miles east in an hour.

Miles and miles east in a day.

 

Which hurts more:

Hanging around while the sky holds back on all its promises

Or finally realizing that these clouds don’t plan to break?

Telephone wires hang

Low between the buildings. 
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GERUSALEMME

JOHN REDDINGER

Mountains move inside me

Sheep graze my grassy flanks.

Lightning strikes my tallest parts

As snakes pump virulently through my heart.

Green shrubs wane and flaxen grown

Manna rains on down below.

Rivers surge, and fall from blind eyes

A hawk shrieks, wounded, as it dies.

Palm trees pitch and tumble forth

Conflagrating, smoke pouring north.

Sand dunes ominous like tidal waves

The seer knows not the road she paves.

Muses sing and songbirds alight

Even upon death, the Sun smiles bright.

Mud-walled fortresses outlast the storm

Through war and famine and generations born

The ashes of  man will rise and float

On a breeze, they contain all of  my hope

And will nourish the trees. A Son we begot

Foretold prophecies and lies I forgot.

I pray that when I die, my soul is clean as my birth,

For when I pass it’s going back into Earth.
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MILK

TYLER CAMERON DAELEMANS

The day my mother passed,

The faucet in the kitchen began dripping cold, white milk.

Before long the milk began to overflow its metallic banks

Forming flowing lakes of  white on my floor.

It was the flooding of  the Nile,

But far, far too much.

It wreaked havoc, laying way for warped wood

And the future smell of  curdled milk tucked away

In crevasses behind the cool stainless steel appliances.

It was like that saying my mother used to tell me:

“Don’t cry over spilled milk.” 

Which I tried--

But still, pools formed on my kitchen floor

of  a mixture of  spoiled white milk

and my sad, sad tears.
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MADISON FORD

We hang from the sun on ropes,

dangling over the sea of  flames that licks our toes.

 [sweat –

 the salt of  excitement]

My hands hold the core of  the sun:

the burning rope singes my palms.

I wave to the storm and rays burst over the clouds.

 [a scream of  tangerine,

 orange crush soiled with ocean brine]

The lightning crashes, cymbals,

a drumbeat of  thunder,

and sends peals of  cosmic energy

cascading into my lungs.

24

TETHERED TO SUNSPOTS



ARE YOU STILL  BREATHING?

AMBER MARTIN

The world swirls and whirls before you can grasp that

the ground has shifted and is lewd and claimed and

the soil is no longer worthy of  those feathered steps

you take to nirvana, those leathered leaps

no longer comparable to the tangy taste that taints

the tongue and laminates those lips that have felt

the bristled layers of  cloth and brushed against the mark

of  a bewildered new mother and now lay cold

on the nape of  his neck, a gentleman with no name and

no tales but the ones recycled across new moons and taller glasses

but hands as soft as your department store sheets.  
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SUBLIME TEMPTATIONS

MARY PERKINS

The moment before dawn—

The hunter’s test.

Pale and naked, 

the slender trees bathe

at the edge of  vision.

Branches turn antlered heads 

and tusked stumps creep.

In a game of  hide and seek, 

the forest blurs and softens 

everything into uncertainty.

Not as outright vicious 

like her jungle brother, 

she giggles in the 

mysterious, 

obscuring the sun 

behind a jigsaw 

of  leaves and dapples.

From these shadows, 

the tales emerge

in girls with red hoods 

and men of  green tights, 

wolves who huff  and 

wizards who puff.
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Ancient columns of  bark

praise the sky, but what 

fearsome deity 

could need a temple

so vast at the dark edge 

of  mankind’s domain?  

The moment before dawn—

The hunter’s test. 

In the emerald glitter 

of  dew, the rising sun 

bequeaths clear eyes.

Dawn’s bluff  has been called,

I raise my gun.

27
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LOVE STORY: 
A POEM IN PROSE

KAYLEIGH HUGHES

Poetry accepts that it is important to be broken—cracked enough to let the 

words through. (At least, the ones that fight hard enough.) Poetry takes a 

lingering second glance at that small woman flinging bony arms out and 

around in circles across a lilywhite plain with no horizon. She: the maniac, 

the human twitch, the explosion of  a living being. Poetry whispers to her, 

Hey, wanna grab a drink sometime? 



THANK YOU FOR TAKING 
ME TO THE LIBRARY

ARIANA BROWN

(for my mother)

You taught me language.

how to pronounce my heritage without giving a piece of  myself  to apology

how to read myself  out of  my surroundings

how to find grace in something as vulgar as racism and a poor neighborhood

in the south side of  San Antonio.

you taught me to canvass the public library

like I had some serious business to conduct between the shelves.

when my second grade class took a field trip

across the street

to the Cortez

I was the only one who knew her way around

the smallest library in town.

I can’t count

the number of  overdue books we somehow managed to never pay fees for.

we could always afford a drive to a library we’d never been to.

it’s the only institution I still believe in.

every section of  a city has a building full of  books

somewhere near you.

there’s a grey treasure house disguised as a broken heart

with a blood type that doesn’t discriminate.

it’s got matches that will start you

and so many stories

it’ll make your hands shake.
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all you have to do is find it.

I know love lives in a library,

searching the spines for places to sprout

coloring her name into jackets and quiet

and pencils with no erasers

because she doesn’t make mistakes.

she looks just like my mother

picking my first books

and fixing my mouth around new words and worlds

mis antepasados, my ancestors, fought 

for freedoms like this.

my mother became the first poem to change me.

when there was no money for new clothes

my mother loved me in paperback

in the image of  my father

in the elasticity of  phenomenal

I stand on her shoulders and reach the dreams she couldn’t.

though she has little patience and a temper to rival a Texas summer

she didn’t allow me to embrace mediocre.

she read to me

often enough for me to see in words

what I saw in her

30



Her encouragement wore me like a Christmas tree

when people say that I shine

I know she’s the spark.

the strongest parts of  my testimony

can trace themselves to her teaching me the difference

between expected

and extraordinary

For the woman who found magic in the form of  a library,

every time I enter one I am home

because you are with me

in the footsteps between impossible and still standing, ever reaching

ever beaming through the aisles of  volumes that raised my volume

spoke my silence when I’d swallowed my tongue

and patched stanzas into my speech patterns

so I’d know how to thank you properly

I have become a woman who writes poetry

I believe in my words and therefore my self  because of  this.

I love our family

up out of  that neighborhood

out of  the coupons 

robberies, migrant work,  borders between colors and Spanglish from the 

blood of  a black girl with bronze skin, silver syllables and a lineage worth 
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all the gold in Mexico

every time I read or write in the language of  hard working, hell-raising 

honesty.  

Mom, you sound and stand like the signature of  strength

and I am in awe 

of  the cursive you’ve left in my palms.

32
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MAKESHIFT ROSARY, 
OR WITHOUT

KAYLEIGH HUGHES

I run my fingers

Along the ridges

Of  my ribs,

Carving into dun

And waxen skin,

Grasping, bruising,

Tracing all the space

In that desperate curve,

Before sliding back up

To the next unbroken bone in the series.

I imagine the emptiness defining my figure.

Blackness carves angles into the skin of  my future corpse.

Negative space is where I fight, or find, the blankness of  all the years to come



THIS, TOO, IS  UNFINISHED

KELSEY AMUNDSEN

I’m better at fragments

Half-written stories

Empty shoe boxes and blank letters 

That I always meant to write 

To friends who are drifting away

With so many words, I always meant to say

“I love—”, and then I hesitate

I’m better at leaving questions unanswered

And throwing away the pieces

Of  puzzles before I solve them

The last drop of  milk in the carton

And the crust of  bread that was discarded

I’m better at fragments, because I myself

Am one, a ghost of  memories you’ve forgotten

I’m traveling on empty city streets

Through rain storms that only last a few moments

With faceless friends, holding empty jars 

That we used to use for catching fireflies

But they all disappeared

We’re wearing too-small sweaters

And there’s a hole in my heart

So I baked you half-eaten cookies 

On a chipped plate

And if  I ever leave you

In want of  something more
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I’m sorry—

This, too, is unfinished

35



YOUR DAUGHTER ’S BEDROOM

KAYLEIGH HUGHES

In my bedroom is

The biggest bed.

Don’t be afraid of  it,

I chose that blue for the comforter

As a reminder of  calm waters

To ease my midnight silent thrashing

During turbulent storms.

 

Above the bed: a drawing of  a girl.

She disrobed and lay on her side for two hours

So I could sketch her.

She mentioned she was “good for bones,”

And I have often looked up at the black line marking her figure

With the hope that she has found some new way to fill herself  out.

 

Never mind the leaning mirror;

I always tried not to.

But do please take a moment and brush the dust 

From the typewriter on my desk,

A gift from you,

Which makes the most delightful ping

When you tap the semicolon.

The sweet machine is old and the ribbon is spotty

And the line spacings I always called “fucked,”
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But you liked to call “creative.”

Still, you knew I wouldn’t use it

Though you wished I would. 

If  I had known that you would be there, 

I would have left this letter

And it would have said thank you 

And it would have said I’m sorry. 

37



WB

SHANE ARTHUR MILLER

a cold current carries and calms, 

a compassionate companion that ceases qualms 

and surrenders sympathy like a symphony, 

while my sympathetic system surrenders into me.

when we finally grow old,

I wonder if  you’ll remember me.

we whisper wispily and wistfully 

and remember how it used to be.

when it got cold

I asked if  you recollected me.

I recalled restlessly and regretfully, 

our recollections rendered endlessly.

(snowy icicles inside every inch of  emphatic empathy) 

secretly secreting sadness,

staggering stupidly, sighing sadly, 

“I wish you could return to me.”
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YOUR HEART WITH ME

KAYLA MOSES

We hardly know what to say now.

Before, it was all inquiry – 

musings on immortality, purpose,

bright and sublime.

All that slips through now is 

trite and small.

Can you pass me a packet of  sugar?

Burrowing in me is the 

gnawing landscape of  

everything that is not you.

How do I re-learn nighttime,

candle, Ella Fitzgerald?

The masters buy marble in bulk

to lecture on negative space. 

Somewhere E. E. Cummings 

is swearing on the goodness

of  yes.

Let our answer be different.

39
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ME AND YOU AND 
ENGLISH AND FRENCH

KAYLEIGH HUGHES

(an online translated poem)

In your glass of  whiskey are my words.

Sharp phrases

But sweet

I know they burn when you swallow them

But trust me

The pain does not last long.

As soon as they are inside your body, they start to swim.

My words are expert swimmers

Some of  them travel to your lungs

And when you breathe

You are breathing me

And some crawl into your throat

So that when you laugh

There I go out of  your mouth

And some fuse with your blood

My words pulse through you with your blood

And when you are cut

And you bleed

I am there

I am in the wound.

And, you know, when I sip my morning coffee, I drink you up as well.



FICTION



MISSOURI  DAYS

KAYLEIGH HUGHES

The wind is lazy and the sky is dull and the trees of  the schoolyard are 

standing up straight but with a notable absence of  enthusiasm. They are also 

nearly empty, though the grass below shows no indication of  where all the 

autumn leaves may have fallen. Of  course it was the school groundskeeper 

who had raked them all away, very early in the morning, at the principal’s 

behest, so as to keep up appearances. She does this every fall, in the stub-

born hope that a spotless lawn will give the painfully ordinary Milton High 

School an air of  respectability. For a respectable school must certainly house 

respectable students, who must certainly be guided by an equally respectable 

principal. But who can possibly know that, and who can care, when now at 

2:59 in the afternoon on a Thursday, the 1,143 students of  Milton are one 

minute from release? 

With every twitch of  the second hand towards 12, the silence of  the 

dim, yellow hallways is amplified until at last the bell sounds and life can 

begin. In the span of  a few brief, well-orchestrated moments, the students 

of  Milton have escaped the halls and made their way onto the spotless lawn. 

Swishing their hair in unison as if  it were one great shiny entity, Mag-

gie Rogers and Sarah Moore and Jessica Lewis giggle as they board a rusted 

school bus. Maggie is holding her sequined phone out away from her body 

so that they all can gawk in unison at Jason’s unbelievable text. 
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Meanwhile, walking down the concrete stairs away from the building, 

Ashley Albright and Kelsey Hummel compare scores on their Government 

test. In the short moment it takes to reach the bottom step, a 95 becomes 

a sign of  overwhelming failure and a 96 an indication of  intellectual, emo-

tional and physical superiority. They are competing to be school valedicto-

rian. Ashley smiles wide. Kelsey smiles wider. 

Michael Williams and Scott Andrews are falling off  their skateboards 

and cursing at each other. Justin is lighting a cigarette. Lisa lights one too. 

Allison likes Danielle’s ballet flats.  Hunter trades numbers with Lauren and 

John’s skimming Plato and Nancy eats a carrot and Rachel’s late and Nathan 

laughs and approximately two thousand young feet guide nearly one thou-

sand young bodies across the well-worn lawn of  Milton High School.  

Missouri Blake is among the throng. In worn sneakers, a large sweatshirt 

and a larger backpack, she is entirely unremarkable. She’s thin—on a relative 

scale, she constantly reminds herself, not an absolute one. Her credentials 

are impressive: National Honors Society member, Future Educators’ Club 

president, representative in Student Government, valued member of  the 

tennis team. By the time she graduates, Missouri will have been accepted 

to Duke, Northwestern and Columbia, and she will have been voted “Most 

Friendly” by her senior class. She curses some, but never in an insulting or 

derogatory way. She’s very logical. She does yoga. 

Missouri has many friends, with whom she often goes shopping, but 

today she is alone. As the flood of  students moves right towards the student 

parking lots and buses, she turns right, shoving an empty coffee thermos 

into her bag. She stumbles over nothing in particular—her feet at odds with 

the anxious force that propels her forward. Milton High isn’t far from the 

commercial center of  town and, despite the Midwestern chill of  late Octo-

ber, she begins walking.  

The first store she passes is the Walmart. Not there. She tried there once 

and learned that Lauren Peterson works as cashier every day after school. 

And she used to rely on the CVS off  of  Maplewood Avenue, but just last 

week she saw Mrs. Barry, the leader of  her mother’s church group, donning 
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an apron and a smile behind the cash register. Damn the recession. Now 

housewives everywhere are invading the minimum wage job market. The 

questionably legal Mexican immigrant couldn’t care less what he’s scanning, 

but Mrs. Barry sure as hell cares. 

So she keeps walking. She’s never been good with math, but the num-

bers she’s manipulating in her brain are so familiar—and so crucial—that 

she has few problems keeping them straight. 28 days, she repeats to herself. 

Always 28 days. But sometimes up to 34, so that’s an extra week, but it’s 

been 39 now. Jesus. 39. Was it 39 last time? It had been a Wednesday so the 

24th but the time before that was the one Saturday with the grocery store. 

39. Jesus. 

Street signs keep passing and she’s no longer cold because her thoughts 

are making her plenty warm enough. Finally she rounds a corner and spots 

Bill’s Food Mart. Part ancient gas station, part sleazy convenience store, 

Bill’s is known around Milton for being generally avoided by anyone young, 

clean, or remotely innocent. The only reason it has stayed in business is 

because of  chain-smoking baby-boomers. She marches in and heads to the 

most conspicuous and euphemistically named aisle in the store. As if  any-

one who visits this aisle is actually “planning” a “family.” 

There’s an elderly woman browsing medications in the next portion of  

the aisle, and she stares as Missouri makes her choice in product. She glow-

ers at the dirty, misspent youth before her. Missouri’s wide eyes look sharply 

away, and, breathing hard with the box in hand, she goes to pay. 

 “Hi how’re you.” The cashier has said this so many times it’s no longer 

a question. 

Missouri looks down at the grimy checkout counter and responds, “Fine 

how’re you.”

“Fine thanks.”

Well, aren’t we all fine, Missouri thinks. Everything’s always fine. 

Finefinefinefinefine. The cashier takes her time scanning and a man gets in 

line behind Missouri. Her stomach is hot as she struggles to block his view 

of  her purchase. 
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“Your total’s gonna be $12.79.”

She hands the cashier a crumpled twenty, takes her change, and bolts.

As soon as she steps through the squeaky, dusty door, she takes off.  

She runs hard over the asphalt of  the parking lot, through the intersec-

tion, down the narrow sidewalks of  the narrow town she knows so well.  

She does this every time, and she’s still never come up with a reason. It’s a 

full sprint. There is no pacing, no warm up, no goal. On a chemical scale, 

she knows, her muscles have started to surge with lactic acid. It’s burning. 

Clenched in her sweaty left hand is the box, barely sheathed by the plastic 

grocery bag. She could have put it in her schoolbag with her folders and 

planners and A+ tests, but she never does. 

As she runs, she imagines her lungs—imagines them thin, made of  frag-

ile origami folding paper. She imagines how with every outgoing breath they 

crumple into despair, then for a brief  moment remain starved and faced 

with the potential for nothingness until the next inhalation, where they ex-

pand again with a hungry, desperate relief. With the militant drumbeat of  

her feet on the sidewalk providing a steady rhythm, she exhales heavily then 

refuses to replenish her oxygen. In this instant, she imagines her power. 

How she might just smash everything to pieces if  she never opened her 

mouth again. For a moment she remains, sprinting towards home with a 

pregnancy test in her grip, her body screaming for the life that it’s being de-

nied. Her lungs throb and sputter and burn and she refuses to breathe. And 

it feels so awfully good until she collapses. Missouri’s lungs are thin.

She had managed to run all the way to the entrance of  her neighbor-

hood, so she rolls around in familiar grass for a few minutes as she catches 

her breath, then makes her way home propelled by adrenaline. Her mother 

is in the family room alone on the couch, watching As the World Turns. Mis-

souri could go in to say hello but instead sneaks silently up the stairs to the 

small bathroom that she shares with her younger sister. 

It takes five seconds worth of  urine to make for an accurate test. Only 

five seconds of  urine, no more, no less. And it takes three minutes for the 

pee to make it through all the filters in the little plastic stick. And the test 
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becomes invalid after fifteen minutes. Missouri knows this all without read-

ing the instructions. She is a urine expert. 

She sits on the cold toilet seat. Pregnant at seventeen sounds better than 

pregnant at sixteen. Still not as reasonable as eighteen. Her feet are restless 

and they dance in place along the tile floor. Two hundred and fifty dollars 

is almost enough. She knows she can borrow the rest from Gloria. Gloria 

doesn’t, know, want or need to know anything about the rest of  Missouri’s 

life. Similarly, the rest of  Missouri’s life doesn’t need to know a thing about 

Gloria. 

Right after the results are visible, Missouri thinks, she’s just going to 

call. She’ll schedule it after school and Gloria can drive and she’ll just tell 

her mom that she’s got club meetings all day. And of  course no matter 

what she’ll never tell him and he’ll never have to know. This was the most 

important part of  the plan, the part she had devised long ago. Never tell 

them. They never have to know. Sweat is beginning to pool in the center 

of  her chest and on the backs of  her knees. It’s prickly and cold and she 

suppresses a small smile. Really, she thinks, everything is so simple and so 

reasonable. Why don’t more people think like this? Why don’t more people 

know how to find solutions?  She remembers her first test. How she had 

been flooded with a paralyzing fear when she pictured the anger and shame 

in her mother’s face. How foolish. Like her mother ever needs to know. Like 

anyone needs to be involved. 

The three minutes are up. She doesn’t even have to look at the clock, 

as three minutes has become her most familiar increment of  time. Three 

minutes. Okayokayokayokayokay. Her feet are still twisting on the floor and 

her lungs remain a little choked and her teeth are suddenly clenched tight. 

But it’s all very fine as she picks up the test, though her heart is excited and 

beats very, very fast. And then she looks at the results and then she sighs. 

And it’s another lonely blue line. 

Someday, she thinks, as blood surges with force to every limb in her 

body, through every vessel large and small, critical and slight, breathing life 

into each hungry cell. Someday coffee will no longer mean a quick pee and 
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will simply mean caffeine. Someday the secret money under her bed will 

confidently be put towards a nice watch or a new phone. Someday she’ll 

stop. Maybe because someday she’ll actually have to do it. But someday 

isn’t today, and for now her adrenaline still flows and her hands still shake 

and each of  her deep breaths is still labored. And her fingers still cling to 

the little plastic stick for just a moment too long before releasing it into the 

near-empty trashcan at her side, where it settles with a hollow thud among 

the other waste. 
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GHOSTS OF THE OLD GYM

CURTIS MCOSKER

It is told that the boy killed himself. On that fact, all versions agree. De-

pending on who is telling the legend they may hint at the possibility of  ac-

cident, but you can tell they don’t really want you to believe.

The method is up for debate. In one account the boy is unable to make 

the team and, driven by grief, he hangs himself  from the basketball hoop. 

This version is popular amongst the jocks that can’t imagine anything worse. 

In another he is a band geek that gets an erection in the showers and, in 

order to show the proper levels of  shame, opens his wrists with a straight 

razor. This version rings a note of  justice in a certain breed of  small town 

mind.

Whatever had occupied the time of  this eternal boy was immaterial. He 

could have been a failed wrestler, or more likely he did nothing, a nobody 

with no extracurricular moniker to carry his identity through the years. It 

was not his beauty, his talent, or his brains that made him legend, although 

many storytellers allowed him all three. All these details were simply dress-

ings. Superfluous bows and pins like the boutonniere he would never wear 

to his senior prom. The elemental and chilling core was the act itself  and 

the scar of  that act on the familiar.  The point was that the old gym was 

haunted.
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Matt shoves Derek into the rusty steel of  the bus garage. Beer sloshes 

from the bottle Derek holds and darkens his white sneakers in the echoing 

black. They are two of  three silhouettes making a show of  bulky adolescent 

strength. A fourth boy stands apart, hands in pockets.

“You scared?” asks Kurt with a smile.

Matt stands taller. “No.” He glances curiously at the silent boy. “But I 

don’t want to get in trouble.”

Derek wipes off  his shoe. “We won’t get caught.” He pulls out his 

phone to text the girls about what is keeping them.

Kurt laughs. “Besides, dad’s on duty tonight.” 

Kurt’s dad is the sheriff.  Everyone in town knows Kurt can get away 

with anything.  Twice he’s been pulled over for driving drunk and received 

nothing more than a stern lecture. He’s been drinking more and more since 

he was kicked off  the wrestling team for cheating. Something about pills.

Matt gulps the last of  his beer and tosses the bottle into the night. It 

shatters loud in the still, frosty air. His thumbs find their way to the loops 

of  his tight wrangler jeans. “What about him?” says Matt, nodding at Jace.

Jace, hands in pockets, returns Matt’s gaze for a moment before looking 

back at the ground.

“He’ll keep quiet,” says Kurt, tossing his own bottle as he walks over to 

Jace and grabs him roughly around the neck. Jace can smell the boozy tang 

of  Kurt’s breath. The humidity clouds in the air and clings to his cheek. 

“Won’t you, cousin?” 

Kurt threatens by flexing his arm and pulling Jace down to his level. Jace 

can feel the taut ball of  his cousin’s bicep pressing hard against his neck. 

Jace is afraid. Kurt’s body is concentrated force enclosed in thread-worn 

varsity. 

Jace nods to Kurt submissively. Matt continues to stare. “You want to 

leave?” asks Matt.

“Who the fuck cares?” says Derek.

Kurt pats Jace hard on the chest. “You want to come, don’t you?” 
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Matt is mostly silhouette, but Jace can see the struggle in the older boy’s 

demeanor; like Matt is actually thinking of  coming to his rescue. The signs 

are in his stance, rocking back and forth on the balls of  his feet. Jace feels 

something inside like flattery. Or maybe it’s just the pressure on his jugular. 

He feels his cheeks get warm. He knows he’s blushing. Suddenly, he wants to 

impress Matt more than he wants to do anything else in the world. 

“I’ll go,” Jace says, trying to sound sure, but his voice cracks from the 

pressure of  his cousin’s headlock.

“See,” Kurt says proudly, sure that his threats elicited the compliance. 

“Everybody’s fine.”

Matt nods at Jace, then looks away towards the gym. Matt is a football 

star. Jace has spent many a game silently cheering him on. Matt wrestles too. 

Jace has seen him in wrestling gear once or twice, but Jace is afraid to stay 

at the wrestling matches. His eyes always betray him. If  anyone ever catches 

him staring at the singular curves of  the boys’ singlets, they will guess his 

secret. 

Jace hears giggling behind the ballpark fence. He turns along with the 

other boys. Two girls come into view between the gap in the planks.

It’s Nicole and Saundra. Each has a beer and Nicole is smoking the 

short spark of  a cigarette. They laugh over each other as they squeeze their 

tight forms through the gap. Then, righting themselves on their high heel 

boots, they strut across the vacant lot with all the pride of  Cleopatra enter-

ing Rome. Derek and Kurt walk ahead to meet them.

Derek and Nicole collide first, grinding into each other and locking 

their lips while Nicole holds her cigarette above her head like a victory 

torch. Nicole’s smile is straight and broad like she’s straining, and her eyes 

are red, like she hasn’t slept in days. Nicole and Derek have only been to-

gether for two weeks. Before him she’d been with Jared Pierce, and before 

that around thirty other guys since fifth grade—an accomplishment in such 

a small town. Word was Jared had gotten her pregnant, but her parents had 

it taken care of  out of  town. Derek didn’t seem to care that she had a his-

tory. Of  course there was a lot that Derek didn’t know. Story goes, Nicole 
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had told the entire girls choir that Derek’s dick was the smallest she’d ever 

seen. What you don’t know can’t hurt you, Jace thought.

To their side, Kurt actually picks Saundra up, two hands firmly on her 

ass, and spins her around. She whoops with counterfeit surprise. Jace is ac-

tually confused to see Saundra here with a beer in her hand. She used to be 

such a Christian in middle school, a husky girl with raffia blonde hair who 

wore large crosses over horse sweaters and carried cat-themed notebooks. 

His memory of  her was so straight-laced, although last year, when she was 

manager of  the basketball team, Jace had heard rumors about some crazy 

bus trips. Salacious talk of  hand jobs under blankets and late night rendez-

vous, so he supposed he shouldn’t be too surprised. Maybe he’d had too 

much faith in her. People change.

Jace exchanges a glance with Matt who quickly moves toward the cou-

ples. 

“Where’s Amanda?” he asks.

Nicole detaches herself  and takes a long drag on her cigarette. “Ground-

ed,” she blows out. 

“So?” says Matt. “Sneak out.”

“Her dad’s totally crazy,” says Saundra, holding up her phone with one 

hand while the other wraps sensually around Kurt’s neck. “He checks on her 

like, every five minutes.”

Matt looks at the gym. He seems to be losing interest in the evening’s 

looming adventure. He curses under his breath, pulling his own phone out 

to text Amanda himself.

 Nicole sees Jace for the first time. “What the hell is he doing here?” 

“He’s staying at my place,” says Kurt. “His parents are out of  town.”

“Why didn’t you leave him there?” says Nicole.

“Cool it,” says Kurt, “I didn’t want him to rat on us.”

“He’s not going to talk,” says Derek, running his fingers through the 

back of  Nicole’s hair and leaning in for a kiss. 

“He better not.” Nicole pulls away from him. She squeals when he 

grabs her butt again.
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There is the familiar beep of  a text received, and Matt’s face grows even 

darker as he reads Amanda’s response. “Forget this,” he says. He shoves his 

phone in his pocket and turns to walk away.

The girls both exclaim, “No!” in long, disappointed unison.  Kurt un-

latches from Saundra and comes to his friend.

“Dude, you got to come,” he says.

“To watch you guys make out?”

Kurt smiles broadly. “Hopefully more than that.” 

Saundra acts offended and slaps him hard on the back. Everyone laughs. 

Jace smiles.

“What’s so funny?” Nicole says.

Jace looks to the ground.

After a moment of  silence, Matt says, “Fine, I’ll go.” 

Jace looks up at Matt. The same look is still there. Like he’s balanced 

between action and apathy. Jace looks away embarrassed. 

“Let’s hurry.”

The two couples join hands and start walking towards the gym. There’s 

a lot of  grabbing and giggling. Jace falls in behind everyone, but Matt slows 

his pace so they can walk side by side.  The proximity makes Jace nervous. 

He refuses to look at the other boy.

Jace hasn’t spoken to Matt in almost three years. They’d been group 

partners in computer science their eighth grade year. They would laugh to-

gether about Mr. Wickman’s mustache and the way he always stared down 

the girls’ shirts. They joked about boy stuff. At one point Matt had even 

invited Jace over to his house. “What you doing this weekend?” he’d said 

coolly. Jace immediately lost his breath. It was obvious what the next ques-

tion would be.

“Dunno.”

Matt looked excited. “You want to come over and go four-wheeling?” 

He smiled broadly. “We got a new Honda for working out in the fields, but 

we could ride them on the trails behind the ranch.”
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It was impossible for Jace to resist. Matt’s attention and excitement dif-

fused into him. He looked at the boy’s needy expression, eyes wide and 

hopeful, smile slanted and nervous. He was biting his lower lip. 

Jace realized how close Matt’s body was. They sat at the same computer. 

Matt was leaning in conspiratorially. Their legs were almost touching. Jace 

could feel a gravity between their bodies. His mind began to spin with ex-

citement. He smiled and laughed despite himself. Attention was such a rush, 

and it scared him. 

Jace’s smile disappeared. “I can’t,” he lied. “I promised my mom I’d help 

with something.”

“Oh,” said Matt, his eyes growing thin and his shoulders falling.  He 

knew an excuse when he heard one. “It’s cool.” 

After their group project was done, they never really spoke again. 

Jace had spent many a regretful night designing fantasies of  what could 

have been. In his imagination they rode the same four-wheeler, Jace’s arms 

wrapped tightly around Matt’s chest for safety against the thrill of  speed 

and danger. 

• • •

Kurt opens the storage room door with a grand gesture, like he’s pulling a 

rabbit out of  a hat. The space inside is an energetic black, like a TV without 

a signal. Derek peeks in first, hands outstretched like a blind man.  Nicole 

follows close behind.  Matt gives Jace a look that says, “What have we got to 

lose?” He disappears into the dark with that same lip-biting smile. 

Jace realizes he would follow that smile anywhere.

They follow the others onto the basketball court.  To either side of  the 

court are lofts containing blue and yellow bleachers. Above is a white web 

of  steel and rivet. Five “Exit” signs light the room with an ember-orange. 

Derek lets out a long ghostly moan that echoes hauntingly against the tall 

flat walls. The girls laugh and scold him. They cling to each other, looking 

every which way, as if  ghosts are hiding behind every shadow.  They make 
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their way across the molten varnish and into the main lobby. From here they 

can go up into the bleachers or into the locker rooms under the bleachers.

“Are you scared?” Kurt asks Nicole with a pointed, evil brow. 

Nicole ignores him. “We should split up.” She wants to get Derek alone. 

“Great idea,” says Kurt to Saundra. She smiles but looks away from 

him, playing coy.

Matt sighs with disgust. 

Nicole laughs and points between Matt and Jace. “I guess you two can 

be together.” She lifts her hand to cover her smirk. Despite the insulting 

tone, Jace’s lips twinge upward at the thought.

“Awww,” says Derek. “Couple of  the year.”

Matt turns toward the door.

“Come on man,” says Derek. “Only joking.”

Jace looks away. Of  course Matt wouldn’t want to be his partner. What 

was he thinking?

Kurt and Saundra make their way towards the girls’ locker room, arms 

tightly around each other while Derek continues to mend Matt’s ego. Nicole 

gives Jace the evil eye, and he wonders what he ever did to this girl for her 

to be such a bitch. He walks over to the front doors and peers out onto the 

empty streets. He can almost see his aunt and uncle’s house up on the bench 

above town. Somewhere up there, his aunt sits reading her novels, unaware 

that her son and nephew are breaking the law. The guilty feeling in his stom-

ach gets thicker, like old honey. 

“Just explore,” shouts Derek to Matt as Nicole drags him up the stairs. 

“We’ll be back soon!” Matt and Jace are left with nothing but the echo of  

evacuating footsteps.

Matt stands quietly. Jace looks at the floor.

“You wanna go check out the locker room?” asks Matt.

Jace smiles to the floor, but when he turns to look at Matt he struggles 

to appear apathetic. He shrugs. “Whatever.”

• • •
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The boys’ locker room is lit by a pulsing exit sign, vibrant and green above 

the door. It frosts the room in a sickly haze of  saturated neon. The lockers 

are chest high, receding by row into the darkness. Against the far wall, ten-

tacled towers of  pipe are ensconced in laurels of  showerheads. Cracked tile 

basins glisten with pools of  reflection.

Jace moves into the dark slowly, his ears straining for any sound. He 

knows perfectly well that most of  the hauntings take place here in the locker 

rooms. He’s heard the stories. Janitors shut all the lockers only to find them 

open again moments later. Basketballs roll around of  their own accord. The 

showers turn on by themselves, and according to several accounts, you can 

hear ghostly running on the bleachers above you. Jace listens now, but all he 

can hear is the thick hum of  a far away heating vent and the crumpling of  

his own steps on the rough plastic floor mats.

“You see anything?” asks Matt in a whisper. The locker room is so quiet 

that Jace can hear the smack of  Matt’s tongue as he speaks.

“Nothing,” Jace whispers back.

The two boys stand next to each other for some time, as if  they are 

waiting for the movie to start in a dark theater, but nothing supernatural 

exposes itself  to them. 

Matt pulls himself  onto the nearest row of  lockers and stares stoically 

into the dark. After standing quietly for a minute, Jace takes a deep breath 

and pulls himself  up beside him. 

Matt doesn’t seem to mind. Jace exhales.

“I’m sorry about this,” Matt says. Jace turns to him questioning. “You 

having to come along.” 

“It’s fine,” says Jace.

Matt adjusts his weight, moving him closer to Jace. “Those guys can be 

lame sometimes.” Matt is now very close. Intentionally close?

Jace’s hands begin to tremble. He is overcome with a wicked sense of  

déjà-vu.  It’s eighth grade all over again. Like some kind of  cosmic sec-

ond chance, fate has once again placed him beside the altar of  his worship. 
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And once here, his mind shocks at the familiarity. Like he’s come home. As 

though it were his creation. Pulled from the boy’s ribs.

Excitement grows, flittering volts in his stomach that spark out into his 

limbs. He can feel the pull between them. He is drawn to put his leg against 

Matt’s own. He somehow knows that if  their bodies can just touch it will 

complete the circuit. 

“Sometimes I don’t like hanging out with them at all,” says Matt quietly. 

“Like I don’t belong.”

Jace closes his eyes but the world still spins. He places his hands down 

at his sides for support. 

Is Matt trying to tell him something? Admitting that he also feels dif-

ferent? 

Then, to protect itself  from shock, Jace’s mind throws the switch.

Matt has a girlfriend. They are serious. Everyone knows it. There is no 

way that Matt could feel the same. No way he could be equally confused. 

No way he felt the same draw in his chest. Pulling the two boys together 

like being wrapped by a thousand gossamer strands, growing tighter with 

every pass.

“You seem like a cool guy,” says Matt quietly. His leg moves over and 

comes to rest silently against Jace. 

Jace gasps. It sounds like a yell in the dark room. The circuit connects. 

The sweet pressure of  the other boy’s leg is like a drug that, surging up his 

back, is sucked into every crevice of  his brain. Jace is breathing hard. His 

hands resume shaking.

Matt sits quietly, leaning forward with his fingers locked in his lap. Ex-

cept for the contact of  their legs, there is nothing to suggest that he is even 

aware of  Jace beside him. Jace’s brain screams warning.   

None of  this is real. 

He will never feel the same. No one feels the same. 

You are alone.

Things begin to tilt. Jace tries to slow his breathing, but it isn’t the 

room that is leaning. It’s Matt. Jace can’t be sure with his head spinning, but 
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it feels like Matt is moving his head ever closer, like a totem pole tipping 

slowly over on top of  him. Jace can feel the cool shadow of  the other boy 

fall across his face. 

He can no longer control himself. The warning voices fall silent. The 

pull of  the other boy is too strong. 

Jace clenches his fist to keep his hands from shaking. His eyelids flutter 

with excitement. He closes them tight, the image of  Matt still picture-per-

fect in his mind. Like giving in to the gravity of  a planet he moves towards 

Matt’s atmosphere, pursing his lips.

There is a flash of  light and the accompanying click of  a shutter.

Jace opens his eyes in horror. Before him now is a different face than 

the one he’d been imagining. It is still Matt, but his eyes are wide with sud-

den panic and his mouth hangs open. He is leaning away from Jace’s lips like 

they are poison. Jace’s mind lurches to a stop like a horse whose reigns are 

caught in a tree.

Now there is laughing.

Jace spins around. Behind him are Kurt and Derek. Nicole and Saundra. 

Nicole is holding up her phone. She snaps a second picture.

“I didn’t…” Jace stammers raising his hands, but he knows there is 

nothing he can say. “I was….”

“What the hell was that?” 

“Oh my god!” 

“We were going to scare you,” says Derek. “But this is so much better.”

All the tumultuous pleasure inside Jace turns to hysteria. He watches 

helplessly as Matt’s face moves from shock, to shame, to anger. 

“I didn’t mean it…”  

“Not what it looked like from here,” Nicole says. She falls against the 

lockers in a fit of  laughter.

Jace turns back to Matt, desperate. With his eyes, he begs Matt to justify 

him. 

 Jace couldn’t have imagined all of  it.  Matt had to have felt something 

too. All Matt needs to do is smile that crooked, lip biting smile, and Jace will 
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know that it’s their little secret. Jace can handle all of  the scorn in the world 

if  he can just get some sign that Matt feels something too. If  he could know 

he isn’t alone...

Matt pulls back his fist. Jace is too dumbfounded to try and move. He’s 

always been told he has slow reflexes. 

The blow hits. Jace falls backward. When his body comes to a stop 

against the plastic, he lays still despite the pain. Blood trickles down the side 

of  his face, and he can feel a shock through his nose. Below his left eye, his 

cheek feels dull and smashed in. 

“Give me that!” Matt grabs for Nicole’s phone. 

“Too late,” she says. “Already sent.”

He sees Matt walk past him and out the door. Kurt, his own cousin, is 

standing over him laughing. Nicole’s face is illuminated in the blue light of  

her phone as her fingers work their cruel magic, sending the incriminating 

image to who knows where. She curls her lip into a satisfied smile and slips 

out the door.

The laughter fades with the footsteps, leaving him alone on the floor. 

The names they called him seem to echo in the air above him.

“Gay.”

“Queer.”

The words perch on the lockers above him like dark birds. Omens of  

insults to come. When the story gets out, school is going to be hell. Jace 

closes his eyes and lets the red run from his nose. The thick plastic barbs of  

the carpet dig into his back. He moves his hands to his face to try and stop 

the tears but they come anyway, mixing with the blood.

• • •

An hour later, when Jace sits up, he sees the ghost. 

“You look deader than me,” it says with a smile.

Its skin is pale. Its eyes are the corrupted gray of  age-malted brass. 

Tendril smoke rises from a cigarette balanced on the ripe ledge of  its pink 
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mouth. Emblazoned embers hum in the dark as it inhales.  The orange glow 

reflects on its dusted hands, highlighted against the harsh green of  the exit 

sign. 

Like in all the stories, the ghost is a boy. Like in all the stories, he is 

around seventeen. He has dark sable hair cut close and neat about his ears. 

He is tightly built, wearing a sleeveless undershirt and gym style shorts. He 

obviously played sports when he was alive. 

Jace supposes the band legend must be false. His heart beats warm and 

fast, but his limbs grow cold as ice. He remains in his spot on the floor, 

joints and eyes locked in fear.

“So you’re a fag,” says the ghost casually.

“Yes,” replies Jace in a whisper.

The ghost looks away and exhales smoke out his nose like two long jets 

of  frozen steam.

“I knew a boy like you,” he says. He furrows his brow and closes his 

eyes. “At least, I think I did.” Then he opens them wide and shrugs. “Every-

thing gets so damn fuzzy.” 

He smiles, and though his smile isn’t threatening, it manages to steal the 

last bit of  heat from Jace’s body. Jace shivers uncontrollably now. His teeth 

chatter.

“Kid got a boner one day in the shower,” says the ghost. “We shoved 

him down in the corner.” He points to the nearest shower with his cigarette 

and exhales a cloud slowly from his nose. “Took turns pissing on him.” He 

smirks. “It was funny at the time.”

Jace needs to run. His mind shouts, “GO!” but he can’t move. The best 

he can do is reach his hand slowly out to the locker and grab hold.

“He shot himself  that night,” says the ghost.

Jace grips the cold metal. Frost shaves off  in his hand. He begins pulling 

himself  to his feet.

“We felt bad, but no one really knew him.”

Jace’s legs straighten beneath him, still trembling. The ghost looks back 

at him.
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“Sometimes I think I see him, you know.” He looks off  into the dark 

corner of  the shower. “Late at night when I’m passing through.” The ghost 

bites his cheek and looks down. “I call out to him, but he’s never really there. 

It would be nice to have someone to talk to.”

Jace’s legs buckle, and his bladder feels like it might empty. 

“You know what?” says the ghost. “I never got to kiss anyone while I 

was alive.”

Despite his fear, Jace looks the ghost in the eye.

“Not once before I did it.” The ghost crawls down from the locker. “I 

can’t even remember why I did it,” he says angrily. He slams a fist against 

a locker. The door swings open, but there is no noise. “It all gets so damn 

fuzzy.” 

The ghost comes to stand right in front of  Jace. The ghost is a little 

taller than him. Behind the pale pain, the boy is taut and angled. He would 

have been handsome when he was alive. Smart. Talented.

“But I never kissed anyone,” he says. “I was too busy with practice.” 

The ghost leans forward until he is just inches away from Jace’s face. “I 

guess I didn’t think I was missing out at the time.”

Jace can do little more than wince. He is paralyzed with fear.

“I’m not queer you know,” says the ghost with assured finality. “But if  

I could kiss you now…” He leans in a little further and closes his eyes. He 

breathes in deeply, like he is capturing Jace’s scent. Storing it for later.

“The things I would do to you if  I could,” says the ghost. 

Inside Jace, the familiar feelings start to burn. He sees kinship in ghost’s 

face. Desire beyond circumstance. Jace closes his eyes, purses his lips and 

prepares for the touch.

Jace stands in the dark with his eyes closed, pleading silently for the 

ghost to kiss him. 

Despite the fear. Despite the cold. Just one touch. One moment. 

Just one soul to recognize the pressure, the heat that burns in Jace’s 

body. Someone to see him as the man he is becoming. To acknowledge the 
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presence of  desire inside him. Recognize it and accept it, love him for it 

even. So that Jace could do the same.

But when he opens his eyes he is alone. There is a sweet acid of  nicotine 

in the toss of  Jace’s hair. On his lips he can feel a tinge of  proximity, the 

downy, electric force of  contact almost made.

A fan kicks in above Jace. He jumps an inch off  the ground. Warm air 

blows through the room, taking the last spectral scent of  his encounter till 

nothing is left of  the ghost. Jace is just a bloody boy standing dumb and 

alone in the dark. 

• • •

Jace walks out into the fresh night, leaving the old gym behind. His hands in 

his coat pockets, he walks blindly past dark houses. With his gloves, he wipes 

the blood from his face, but it still stains the front of  his jacket.  

After a few blocks, Jace realizes he is walking to his own house. He 

knows where the spare key is; he will have no trouble getting in. His parents 

will be mad. They don’t like him staying home alone when they are gone. 

Jace doesn’t know why. He is old enough to be alone.

He turns onto his front walkway and hears soft crying. Jace looks up to 

the front porch, and there is a boy bent over the steps with his face in his 

hands. 

Jace thinks it is the ghost. He steps away.

“Matt?”

Matt looks up. He stops crying and wipes his face, standing tall. 

“Why are you here?”

“I thought you’d come here,” says Matt. He looks down and fumbles 

with his gloves. “I wanted to say sorry.” He looks up. “For hitting you.”

Jace feels familiar warmth inside. “It’s okay.”

Matt looks back down at his feet. “She sent the picture,” he says.

“To who?”

“Amanda and some others.” Matt’s shoulders slump. “It’ll get around.”
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Jace feels an urge to comfort Matt. “What are people saying?”

Matt shrugs. “Don’t know. Everyone’s asleep. We’ll find out tomorrow.” 

He sniffs again like he will cry. Jace walks forward slowly and stands before 

him. “You’ll be fine,” he says. “They saw you punch me.”

Matt cringes at the memory. Jace can see Matt feels guilty. He looks 

terrified. 

“What will you do?” asks Matt. 

Jace shrugs. He doesn’t have any idea. The kids at school will be cruel, 

but with Matt in front of  him now, Jace doesn’t care. For some reason, all 

Jace wants to do is relieve the pain and fear he sees in Matt’s eyes. 

Jace steps closer. “Don’t worry about me.”

Matt leans back from Jace, but his feet don’t pull away. He pauses for 

a moment, then rights himself  into their new proximity. He smiles again. 

Jace’s chest shakes. This time, he knows Matt feels it, too.

He needs to tell Matt what he’s learned from the ghost. He needs to tell 

him that nothing really matters but this. This that they are sharing. What 

they shared in the locker room. 

Screw the kids at school. Screw their texts, their pictures, their judg-

mental looks. What Matt and Jace both need is this moment. The chance to 

touch another human soul and have it touch back. He needs to show Matt 

that there is more to being alive than a heartbeat. 

Words are useless, so Jace takes his right hand and slowly places it along 

Matt’s face. Matt’s eyes grow wide. He looks like he will run, but Jace knows 

he won’t. Then, holding him gently, Jace leans in and presses his lips to 

Matt’s.

Matt is unresponsive and stiff. Jace’s heart is beating even faster than 

when he stood before the ghost. He kisses Matt again. He tells Matt in that 

kiss everything he wants to say. Everything he’d ever wanted to say. He tells 

him that everything else will be fine, if  they just have this.

And in that imperceptible way that some things change, like how some 

friends become lovers and some boys become men, Matt kisses back. 
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HUMAN NO.  439

ALYXIS SMITH

The ceiling fan whirled, sending Tuesday night air humming through the 

bedroom. Scattered clothing, books, and shoes peppered the floor. The 

blinds guarded the room from the flicker of  the street lamps. Across from 

the windows stood a dresser, and a mirror hung above it, reflecting the 

drawn blinds and white walls. 

She slept unremarkably, tucked under indigo sheets. Her breathing re-

mained even; nothing could wake her. 

The girl did not notice when she suddenly was not the only one in the 

room. 

The intruder entered in a puff  of  smoke and grew out of  it as it rose 

from the carpet, until his presence engulfed the room. He was not incredibly 

tall, but the shadow behind him, a shadow existing without any light from 

which to be cast, certainly was. 

“Day number seven thousand and eleven, section D. Human, number 

four hundred and thirty nine,” he read from parchment in his hand. “Night-

mare.”

Outfitted in black, he camouflaged into the darkness so that not even 

the keenest of  eyes could have spotted him. The majority of  his frame re-

sided under a floor length coat with a high collar and no sleeves. His arms 

wore spiraling tattoos—smoke from a crash scene. Gloves caged his hands. 
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The only other part of  the mysterious invader visible was his neck and 

head. His neck, pale as alabaster, held up a face with features sharp enough 

to cut diamonds. 

He glanced once more at the even instructions, rolled up the scroll, and 

closed his hand. More smoke, and it disappeared. Approaching the bed, he 

looked around the room and then at what was visible of  the girl.  

“Female, twenty one,” was the analysis. He slowly took the glove off  his 

left hand. White fingers faded to black at the tips, nails sharp, glinting as he 

flexed his hand. “A nightmare about some party. Again.” 

Brushing a few stray hairs away, he placed his left hand on her forehead. 

He took a deep breath, watching as energy pooled beneath his fingertips. 

It pulsed, spreading past her skin, into her mind. The jolt came as it always 

did—five point two seconds after the initial contact—followed by the feel-

ing of  being punched in the stomach and then a silence as predictable as 

breathing. 

Slipping the glove back on his hand, he did not bother to look around. 

This was no longer a room; this was nothing as of  yet. This was a vast ex-

panse of  gray that expanded in every direction forever, and he floated in it, 

breathing in the emptiness: a moment of  peace before getting on with the 

job at hand. 

Extending his right arm, he opened his hand and summoned his tool.

A sound like thunder overpowered the nothingness. In a flash of  light, 

a fountain pen appeared in his once empty hand. It was too long to be a 

proper pen, with silver accents inlaid in the ebony and a tip gleaming like 

a tooth of  a hungry beast before a long hunt. In a practiced flourish, he 

started to manufacture a nightmare. 

He pointed the pen off  into the eternal distance and concentrated. A 

beam of  light flew from the pen, and his work began. 

“What are you doing?”

He jumped. The beam of  light zipped out of  position, a line marring 

the blank canvas. Lowering the pen as the light faded, he turned around. 

“Excuse me?”
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“Um.” Her initial confidence seemed gone. Her eyes looked down at 

the ground, which was barely there at all, and then back to him. “I said, what 

are you doing?”

“Oh.” He couldn’t remember the last time someone had asked him or 

the last time he had cared to answer. “I’m constructing a nightmare.” He 

paused, wondering if  she could make sense of  that. “You’re going to have 

a nightmare.” Shrugging, he turned back around, and began his work again. 

The girl took a moment to process what she had just heard, the realiza-

tion that she was dreaming dawning on her as she yelled, “Hey, I don’t want 

a nightmare!”

Grinding his teeth, he turned back around. “Look, I don’t care if  you 

want one or not. You’re getting one. Now let me work.”

The girl pouted as she watched him work. He painted a scene of  a roar-

ing party with his pen the way an artist would paint a sunset with a brush, 

had the artist no soul or passion of  which to speak. The colors came out 

of  the abyss and fell perfectly, tritely into place, as lines became shapes and 

the nightmare grew. 

“I’m Anika.”

He turned around, repeating, “Excuse me?”

Anika shrugged. “This is a dream, right? So whatever I do isn’t going to 

matter. Not really anyway. So I’m Anika.”

“You,” he said, wishing he had taken the B section instead of  the D 

section because nothing ever happened in B section, “are very strange.” 

However, before he continued working, he said, “I’m Mor.” 

“That’s a weird name.” 

Mor moved his pen more slowly. “I could say the same thing about 

yours.”

Anika sat down, now that there was a ground to sit on. She had no idea 

how much time had passed, but when Mor had finished, she knew it felt like 

not enough. 

“Stand up,” Mor ordered. “I’m done.”

She stood. “I guess I have to have a nightmare now, huh?”
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“Yes.”

“Will I get to see you again?”

Mor looked taken aback at her question. “You want to see me again?” 

But before she could answer, before he had to hear her answer, Mor twirled 

the pen. In a puff  of  smoke, Mor was gone, and the party commenced. 

• • •

It was a fortnight before he was assigned to D section again. Her room was 

just as it had been. Anika slept in the same position as she had two weeks 

ago, and Mor looked at her softly before he removed his glove. She seemed 

so peaceful. As he brushed strands of  hair away from her forehead, though, 

he saw her eyes were red and puffy. On her pillow, the remnants of  tears 

glared back at him. 

Mor pressed his fingertips against her forehead and appeared once 

again in the blank canvas that was human four hundred thirty-nine’s mind at 

rest. Here Mor, a level three bringer of  dreams and nightmares, could create 

whatever he wanted, so long as it was on the approved list of  dreams and 

nightmares for the section and concurrent with the latest ordinances from 

corporate. 

“Mor!”

Her voice caught him off  guard. Her eyes looked better in this light. He 

didn’t smile; she did. 

“You came back!”

He blinked. “I did.”

Anika laughed nervously. “It’s just you were gone for, like, two weeks, 

and I didn’t know if  you would come back.”

“I bring dreams.” Mor answered, simplifying his entire world. “In order 

for you to dream, I have to come and give you a dream.” Seeing that Anika 

was about to open her mouth, he added, “Or a nightmare.”

She bit her bottom lip. “Am I getting another nightmare tonight?”
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Something just east of  a smile flickered over Mor’s face. He hadn’t and 

didn’t check his paperwork. “Not tonight. Tonight, you dream.”

Anika’s face lit up. “This is great. Just what I need after today.”

“What happened today?”

“I,” Anika began, eyes looking anywhere but at him. “I just had a bad 

day. Don’t worry about it.”

Mor signaled for her to be quiet. Taking a deep breath, he concentrated 

and summoned the pen. It appeared in all its gleaming glory, and he twirled 

it, showing off. 

Anika’s eyes grew wide. 

“Close your mouth,” Mor instructed. “You look ridiculous.”

Red crept over Anika’s cheeks. “Sorry. But that is amazing! Is that what 

you use to, uh, you know, make dreams?”

Mor nodded. “Using this pen, I channel the powers of  the…” He 

paused. That section on this alone was about six chapters and five pages 

of  footnotes in the manual. “Well, it’s hard to explain. What makes you 

happy?”

“I don’t know. Happy things, I guess.”

Biting his tongue, Mor spun his pen once more and drew. Anika was 

so in awe she did not say a word. He slashed his pen with a grace that basic 

training thought it had instructed out of  him. A scene began to take shape 

around them. 

It was a carnival, complete with a Ferris wheel, cotton candy vendors, 

games, and even a small roller coaster. The glow of  the gas lamps bathed 

the carnival in an ethereal shimmer, the effect enhanced by lack of  people 

other than those working there. Mor looked at Anika. “What do you think?”

She tilted her head, looking around like a puppy that had just been ex-

plained quantum mechanics. “It’s dark outside.”

“I can’t do suns,” Mor lied. “I’m not quite done yet, though. You can’t 

go to a carnival in your night clothes.”

Anika looked down at her lounge pants and shirt. “It’s not like I can 

change.”
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Mor nodded. “True, you can’t change, but I can change you.” He point-

ed his pen at Anika, who gasped. Mor let out a small chuckle. A whirlwind 

of  mist enveloped her as he made tender strokes with his pen. Her simple 

nightclothes faded into a more suitable outfit: a sundress, shoes, and even a 

parasol. She became all the more beautiful.

Anika looked down at the new clothing, turning around, admiring her-

self. “I love it,” she squealed, gently touching the skirt of  her dress, “But 

there’s no way I can go to a carnival like this. The dress will get ruined 

and—”

“No, it will not,” Mor interrupted as his pen disappeared. “This is a 

dream. I control it. Only what I want to happen will happen.”

“Oh really?” she taunted. “Mor, the great bringer of  dreams, is using 

his powers to make my dress stay clean.” She walked up to him, threading 

one of  her arms through his and balancing her parasol in the other. “Don’t 

I feel special?”

Mor looked at what she had just done. “Excuse me?”

Anika smiled at him. “Well, I can’t go to a carnival alone, can I? That 

would be a nightmare.”

“Well, this is your dream. If  you insist.”

“I do!” Anika beamed. “Come on!” She tugged at his arm. “I want to go 

on the Ferris wheel before I wake up! And eat cotton candy!”

It took only two rides on the colossal Ferris wheel and one bag of  cot-

ton candy to get the two talking. After a ride on the carrousel, Anika found 

herself  spilling out what had happened that day, that week, and everything 

else that came to her mind. Mor listened, nodding when appropriate, and 

offered a few words of  condolence here and there, wondering if  she would 

ever run out of  things to talk about.  

“Look,” Anika exclaimed, pointing to a giant teddy bear with a black 

ribbon around its neck. “It’s so cute!”

Mor untangled his arm from Anika’s and strode over to the booth. It 

was a simple game of  knock down all the milk bottles with a soft ball. 

“Three balls.” 
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“It’s a dollar for three balls. Knock ‘em all down and win the bear. But,” 

the man added, eyeing Anika, “for such a pretty lady, seventy-five cents for 

three balls.”

Frowning, Mor handed the man a dollar from his coat pocket, some-

thing he’d put there when he had constructed the world. “Take it.”

Winking at Anika, the man gave Mor three softballs. “All right, ladies 

and gentlemen,” he announced to the empty park. “Let’s see if  he can do it!”

“Shut up,” snapped Mor, taking aim at the six stacked milk bottles. He 

wound up for the pitch, a swirl of  mist covering the softball. When he fi-

nally threw it, the ball burst the milk bottles, knocking them all over, and 

busting a hole through the back of  the booth.  He sat the other two softballs 

on the counter of  the booth. “I believe you owe me a bear.”

Jaw hanging by his knees, the man hurried to get the bear down, hand-

ing it to Mor. They walked away as he fussed over the hole in the booth. 

Mor looked at the bear, then at Anika. “Here.” He handed her the be-

hemoth. The bear was more than half  as tall as she was, but in this world it 

weighed nothing, and she awkwardly clutched it to her chest. Mor took the 

parasol from her. 

“Thank you.” 

“Don’t mention it.” His eyes darted around the dream scene. “But I 

need to end this dream soon. I have more people to bring dreams to to-

night.” As he said it, he could feel the list sagging in his pocket under the 

weight of  work still needing to be done.

There was a silence, and then Anika asked, “Do you give everyone 

dreams like this?”

“I give people dreams of  what makes them happy, when I give them 

dreams at all,” was the response right from page three, subsection J of  the 

latest edition of  the official handbook.

“I mean, do you stay in everyone’s dreams like this?”

“No.” Waving his right hand, the carnival world around them began to 

evaporate, along with the dress Anika had worn so flawlessly. 
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She ran her fingers over the bear’s collar. “So, when I wake up, will I 

remember any of  this?”

Mor kept his gaze fixed on the disappearing world above Anika’s head. 

“Parts. It’s just a normal dream.” 

“Oh.” As the nothingness returned, Anika sat the bear down, as it did 

not seem to be fading away. She waited a beat and then stood on her tiptoes, 

planting a kiss on Mor’s cheek. 

He lifted his gloved hand to his cheek. “What was that for?”

“Just my way of  saying thank you,” Anika called out. The dream world 

began ripping away, and the dream ended. 

Mor then realized he was standing in Anika’s room; his hand was still 

on his cheek. Waving his right hand, a small bear with brown fur and a black 

collar materialized. Mor placed it next to Anika’s sleeping form, and then 

disappeared. 

• • •

It continued for months. Mor came at least once every two weeks and never 

with the heart to give her a nightmare, no matter what her papers indicated. 

Instead, he drew for her rock concerts, snowy slopes, endless hang gliding 

adventures, fashion shows in far-off  countries, and tea parties at the bottom 

of  the sea, all to see her smile. 

Anika did not remember every detail in her waking life, but she did in 

the dreams. Mor made sure of  it. Because of  that, perhaps, Mor became 

anxious when he appeared one night, and those same marks marred her 

pillow. Removing the glove from his left hand, Mor tucked those strands of  

hair behind her ear, a smile tugging at the corners of  his mouth as he saw 

she held the teddy bear against her chest. 

Once in her mind and his pen summoned, it did not take long for the 

dream to appear. He gave her a blindfold and went to work on his vision. 

A sunset—a perfect one—hung like a halved blood orange over yellow 

waves, lapping at the sand of  the shore. Palm trees shifted in the back-
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ground on a feigned wind. The silhouette of  dolphins frolicking dotted the 

horizon. He created two towels and gave Anika a lime green bikini. As usual, 

he did not change his own company-issued wardrobe. 

“Can I look now?” Anika asked, fidgeting with the blindfold. 

“Now.” The blindfold vanished. He watched as that look of  happiness 

exploded over her features, that one he craved like nothing else. 

Anika ran over and hugged Mor. “This is so beautiful!” 

He patted her cautiously on her bare shoulder and stepped out of  her 

embrace. “I’m glad you like it.”

As the sun set slower than it should, he helped her play on the beach 

at building sand castles and splashing in the waves as the dolphins kept a 

cautious distance.

Despite the pace, the sun had set long ago. Mor and Anika stood waist 

deep in the warm water. It was dark, but neither feared any dangers. Danger 

did not exist in this dream. The waves lapped at the top of  Anika’s bikini 

bottoms, and from the waist down Mor was soaked, his heavy clothes luckily 

weightless here. 

“You were crying again tonight.” 

Anika stirred up some sand with her toes. “I just had another bad day.”

Mor pushed some wet hair away from Anika’s face, as not even a dream 

could keep it in place. “I don’t like seeing you sad.”

She looked down at the dark ocean water surrounding her. 

“There’s nothing I can do, is there?” he asked, tilting her head up. 

“I don’t think so.” 

Mor’s brow furrowed. “I hate not being able to help you. I feel weak.”

A quiet giggle came from Anika’s lips. “You control people’s dreams, 

and you still think you’re weak? You’re so weird.”

“It’s not funny.” He held Anika’s face in his gloved hands. “Seeing you 

sad, it does something to me.”

“Because you care about me.” 

Anika leaned in closer, pressing her lips against his, tasting the salt from 

the air on his lips and tongue. 
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Mor didn’t pull away. 

• • •

A week later Mor appeared in the ever-messy bedroom, prepared to give 

a dream. His heart jumped into his throat at the sight of  the sleeping girl, 

four-hundred-thirty-nine, his Anika. He smiled at her before removing his 

glove. It was then he spotted the tears. 

“No!” 

Anika stirred. “Mor,” she mumbled, “Is that you?” 

He pressed his gloved hand against her mouth. “Quiet. Go back to 

sleep. I’m going to fix it.”

“What?” She closed her eyes. 

“To make sure no one will ever hurt you again. Now sleep.” With his 

right hand he dropped her into the deepest sleep he could manage, a four 

point seven on the standard scale, feeling her heartbeats grow slower under 

his fingertips. He waited a moment, and then plunged his hand deep into 

her chest. 

It passed skin and bones, clutching on to her very essence. Mor grabbed 

it and ripped it out. Her eyes burst open, but closed just as fast, and once her 

soul was severed, Mor let it go. A single tear fell down from his eyes as he 

watched it blow him a kiss before dissolving. He would never see her again. 

She would never feel pain again. 

Putting his gloves back on, Mor tucked her lifeless body into bed. He 

took the bear out from the bed and slid it into his coat pocket. Taking out 

his scroll he read from it, “Human, number four hundred and forty, night-

mare,” and was gone in a puff  of  smoke.
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HUSTLETOWN

KRISTOPHER A .  DENBY

Houston, Texas: Winter, 1984

The lecturer’s voice is a chainsaw. Sawing logs for sheep to jump over. One 

after another they fling themselves into the air, vaulting single file over the 

downed trunks. 1, 2, 3, 4 they prance and pirouette and fall out of  sight on 

the far side.

When I wake, the auditorium is empty. A janitor in a chambray work 

shirt and dark blue trousers is sweeping up flyers with a short handled broom 

and dustpan. I blink in the harsh glare of  the overhead lights, stretch, and 

begin to collect my things from the seat beside me. I wonder what the other 

attendees were thinking as they filed out of  the auditorium. Did I snore?

It doesn’t matter, I decide. The lecture was just an excuse. An alibi.

• • •

The lobby is just as empty as the auditorium. Another janitor, partner to 

the first, is methodically pushing a dust mop over the pristine, marble floor. 

He makes calculated passes back and forth over the cold surface like a pilot 

dusting rows of  crops. He doesn’t look up as I make my way across the 
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lobby, possibly re-soiling several freshly mopped rows, but I can feel him 

scowling at me as I pass.

I find myself  standing in the restroom: Four walls of  gleaming white 

ceramic and sparkling mirrors. And before me, a wall of  four urinals with 

basins set at various distances from the floor. I never know which one to 

choose. Which urinal will provide the most protection from the rebounding 

spray that somehow always manages to soil the legs of  my pants and the 

tops of  my shoes (or bare legs and feet in summer) no matter which posture 

I take?

You see, these aren’t just urinals, receptacles for piss. No, these uri-

nals lead a double life. They are choices. Four of  them, to be exact. Their 

polished chrome pipes, mirrors reflecting the inner turmoil and polyglottic 

dialogue that ever rushes and scatters through my brain like the litany of  

bullshit that’s picked up in a tornado. The material echoes of  shattered lives.

Choices. They fly ever at me like bees in a swarm. And me? How does 

one choose when the choices are so many? And I only one? It’s debilitating, 

really. So, I do what I normally do in situations like this. I take the path of  

least resistance. I head for a stall with a toilet. A safe choice. No difference 

between the three toilets in these three stalls. Just a row of  cloned white 

bowls over which to squat and deliver one’s payload.

With that minor obstacle avoided, I head back out of  the restroom and 

across the floor, taking care to circle around the area of  polished marble that 

has already surrendered beneath the vigilant swipes of  the second janitor’s 

mop. The first janitor, having finished collecting the discarded flyers from 

beneath the chairs and in between the rows of  the auditorium, is whistling 

and standing at the glass front doors with a bottle of  Windex and a terry-

cloth rag. His right hand flies over the glass, obliterating smudges (that aren’t 

really there) with erratic strokes. His approach to his work, reiterated by his 

departure from the janitor’s uniform—a pair of  bright red Nike hi-tops with 

a white Swoosh—seems to be less about efficiency and more about getting 

the job done and back to the basement and the little, 19-inch television that 
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is probably tuned to the Rockets game. Mr. Miyagi would have a thing or 

two to teach this guy. Wax on, wax off, Janitor-san.

I push through one of  the glass exit doors, and inhale sharply as a blast 

of  cold, damp air greets my arrival. Behind me the door slowly lurches shut 

on its heavy hydraulic closer, but bits of  the song that hi-top Janitor is whis-

tling get snatched up by the wind before it can close all the way. I recognize 

the song. “Running with the Night.” A single from Lionel Ritchie’s newest 

album. It’s been on heavy rotation on the local pop stations for the last few 

months. I think to myself  that it’s an appropriate choice for the night.

I notice things like these. Details. My mom used to say, “The devil’s in 

the details,” but I never really understood what she meant. I think I under-

stand now, though. Details distract. Details draw the senses. Details, like 

choices, complicate.

I draw the collars of  my wool coat up and retreat into the folds of  the 

turtleneck that hasn’t seen use since the trip we made to Aspen nearly six 

years ago. The sweater should conjure thoughts of  warmth. Safety, perhaps. 

For me, it’s a reminder of  close calls. A botched attempt at testing the wa-

ters. The last time this turtle would stick his neck out.

I note the irony of  my wardrobe choice as I descend the steps and head 

north on Montrose, the icy fingers of  the north wind in my face. Pointing. 

Accusing.

The lampposts are still hung with their festive decorations. Here, a col-

orful sleigh. There, a candy cane. Yonder, a Christmas tree topped with a 

red star. Strings of  colored lights from storefronts and hotels bathe the 

sidewalks, buildings, and cars in pools of  cheerful light.

I pause beneath the freeway. One of  the army’s derelicts pushes a K-

Mart shopping cart past me and mumbles something about spare change. 

I shove my hands in my pockets, turn them out. Pretend that I don’t have 

nearly $700 dollars tucked away in a kangaroo wallet in the breast pocket of  

my Italian wool coat.

It’s dark here. The Christmas lights can’t seem to pierce the misery that 

lives beneath this overpass where, above, people speed to and from places 
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of  warmth and abundance. The roar of  the cars as they pass by overhead is 

like a shout in a burning theater. A warning to flee. I struggle. I almost heed 

their counsel. But the urge has built up like ice on a tree branch, and I bend 

to the weight of  its insistence—lest I should break. A little at a time. Frigid 

and resistant. But then, like a supple tendril of  willow. The warning cries 

of  the cars fade with the dark, but my accuser, The Wind, is ever-present. 

I press on.

The buildings of  downtown paw at the stars above me, the failed at-

tempts of  ordinary men to mount the celestial sphere. I can almost picture 

them hanging there amongst the scaffolding. Brawny, helmeted men with 

heavy tools and pouches hung from worn leather belts—like birds trapped 

in steel cages. These men. These ascenders, festooned with flannel and lofty 

ambitions. Bent on bending. Rebar. The world. It’s the first time that it’s 

occurred to me that these buildings are nothing more than extensions of  

the men that built them. Great phallic symbols poking at the heavens. An 

attempt at finally answering the age-old question, “Whose dick is the big-

gest?”

But I’ve got my own ambitions to think about tonight. Questions to 

ask. Questions to answer.

• • •

There’s sanctity in denial. The act of  it. The construction of  walls to hold a 

thing in requires less effort than that which is needed to knock them down. 

Freedom requires action. Desire set into motion. I stand on a corner, near a 

bus stop, but frozen somewhere between the choice of  freedom and captiv-

ity. My destination lies ahead, in lights. But the proximity of  the bus stop is 

like a planet pulling satellites out of  orbit. An escape route. The coward’s 

path. But somehow I’m moving again. Straining to pull away from the grav-

ity of  the bus stop. Off  the curb, through the crosswalk. Picking up speed.

Up ahead, framed in the headlights of  oncoming traffic, a couple of  

men appear on the sidewalk, arm in arm, and walk away from me on the 
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sidewalk. I’m close. And my heart is rising and falling in my chest like a 

pump jack, speeding adrenaline along the avenues and boulevards of  my 

body.

I turn right down a dark side street, and try to catch my breath. I’ll circle 

around. There’s an entrance in the back for my kind, for those of  us who 

live our lives in shadows.

And then I hear it.

The clatter of  something heavy and metallic striking pavement. And 

then a low, desperate moan. I stop, not sure what I’m hearing. The street is 

lit, but the alleys branching off  to my left and right are clogged with night. 

The moan comes again, but the wind is swirling here between the buildings 

and it’s impossible to tell where the sound is coming from. I suddenly realize 

just how vulnerable I am. How would I explain to her what I was doing here 

if  I were mugged? What would she think (What would the children think?) 

if  the cops showed up at our door tomorrow and told her I’d been found 

dead in an alley in the middle of  Montrose? What would my friends and 

colleagues think? What would they say?

I stand stock still, not knowing if  I should continue or turn back. The 

safety of  the bus stop is a few blocks behind me, but the bar is less than 

a block ahead. I inch forward, trying not to drag my feet on the concrete. 

A sharp voice comes out of  the dark like a poison arrow and a chorus 

of  snickers follow. And there, in the inky puddle of  darkness to my right, 

a four-headed, eight-legged creature hunches over the prone figure of  a 

whimpering man. The ring of  men are chuffing at each other, egging one 

another on, and I hear a muffled thump as the monster aims a kick at the 

man on the ground. He struggles to get to his feet, but only makes it to his 

hands and knees when he looks up and spots me.

“Help,” he croaks.

The beast turns its eight eyes on me and I freeze in the yellow pool of  

light cast by the street lamp like a fly caught in a spider web. The crunch of  

gravel beneath rubber soles fills the spaces of  air between the man’s whim-

pers as one of  the attackers slinks out of  the alley towards me. He dips his 
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forehead into the yellow light and, in a voice coated with whiskey, asks, “You 

a cocksucker, too?”

Iced over and overladen, I feel the branch’s pliancy begin to wane inside 

me as I slowly shake my head, No.  

The man drags his forearm across his nose, smearing hot snot across his 

coat sleeve and into the coarse, black whiskers of  his moustache.

“You don’t seem too sure of  y’self,” he sneers and hooks a thumb over 

his right shoulder. “Maybe you’d like a little of  what he’s getting.”

A quartet of  bloodied knuckles strays into the light, clenching and un-

clenching; the fist chokes what is left of  my resolve until it curls up and dies.

Suddenly, I speak.

“Yeah, I’m sure!” Perhaps a bit too enthusiastically, but he’s too drunk 

to notice. I try to modulate my voice for the follow up, but only manage to 

sound surprised, “I live in this neighborhood. Kick that fucking faggot one 

time for me!”

The four heads tip back and bark their agreement with gleeful laughter.

Then I turn, the punch line delivered, and walk away from the snicker-

ing men and never look back. And as their laughter fades, the wet, smacking 

sounds of  well-aimed kicks and the anguished screams of  the fallen man 

take their place. But I just keep moving. Up the street. Over one block, and 

to the bus stop. I tuck my chin into the collars of  my heavy, wool coat, and 

retreat back into the safe folds of  the turtle neck.

• • •

The house is dark. The gabled roof  soars above me into the darkness like 

the pitching prow of  a ship. The picket fence that encircles the yard, the 

frothy-white foam of  the wave breaking at its keel. It looks almost aban-

doned; unmanned and unlit. A ghost ship running under its own power, in 

search of  a shore it will never find.

I circle around to the back of  the house, push through the gate, and find 

myself  in my kids’ play house. I sit down on the kid-sized table and stare up 
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at the window where she sleeps. Where we sleep. The icy limbs of  the tall 

pecan tree point accusingly down at me. I think about the beast feeding on 

the man in the alley and wonder if  I’ve become the fifth head of  that hydra. 

I wonder if  I should call the police. I wonder, but I resist. What if  they want 

my name? What if  they trace the call to my house and come to question me. 

The decision is too risky, and the consequences too great. So I do what I 

normally do in situations like this. I choose the path of  least resistance. The 

safe choice.

I stand up and push back through the door of  the play house, and head 

up the cold stone steps to the house. She’s a heavy sleeper, and will never 

hear me come in. No explanation will be necessary in the morning. Just an-

other boring conference, honey. Nothing worth talking about.

The wind gusts and the old pecan groans. And as I turn the key in the 

lock, cross the threshold into warmth, and shut the door behind me, the 

peal of  the branch snapping beneath the weight of  so much ice and shame 

sounds in the dark.
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DON’T MISS

LARISSA GARCIA-BAAB

“Don’t miss.” 

His voice crackled through my intercom with an edge of  worry. It made 

sense. This was only the second or third time I was doing this truly on my 

own. 

I stood on the roof  of  on old, abandoned warehouse, looking down 

towards the street at the interaction I would only be able to see through my 

scope. Three men were to meet, and by the end, at least one of  them would 

be dead. That was my job. As with every time, I told myself  over and over 

that this was a bad man and that I only did this to make the world safer. 

It didn’t make it easier when night came and all I could think of  was some 

stranger telling his wife, his children, that the person they loved had been 

murdered. But he sold drugs and women, so he was a bad man. 

I sighed and crouched, removing the case from my back and unlatching 

it in front of  me, revealing my Dragunov sniper rifle and stand. I set them 

up quickly and effortlessly, my mind wandering to other things. Vance, the 

man who spoke earlier, made me practice for hours, so if  an emergency oc-

curred on the ground, I’d be ready in under a minute. I had to be the best 

because if  I wasn’t, the best would kill me. Funny that I choose the word 

man to describe him, being that he’s still very much a boy. He had just re-

cently celebrated his sixteenth birthday and yet he was more grown up to 
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me in many ways than anyone I had ever known. He, and his two brothers. 

The triplets, Vance, Isaac, and Sergei belonged to the presiding family of  the 

five, and that caused them to grow up very quickly, and yet, never grow up 

at all. When I looked at Vance, it was like staring into an old man’s eyes, no 

matter how childish he acted. I can’t imagine how I would handle the weight 

of  so much power on my shoulders. 

Movement below caught my eye and I looked in my scope, my hand 

resting on the trigger. But it was not the car. It passed lazily under the street 

lamps, probably someone coming home from a night shift at the docks, and 

then disappeared into the gloom. I watched the two men, waiting for the 

third, as they slowly melted out of  the shadows. 

Shadows. Shadows reminded me of  Alice. Alice was the child of  the 

least powerful family of  the five, but what she lacked in origins, she made 

up for in skills. You never saw her coming, neither she nor her knife, and 

she made sure every soul she sent to heaven (or in the case of  our line of  

work, hell) went with no name for the reaper. She was deadly, beautiful, and 

funny. She was my best friend, my confidant, and she had personally picked 

out every item of  clothing in my walk-in closet. It was she who convinced 

Vance to pick me up when they learned a contract had been put on me.

“She’s innocent,” she had said, kissing him lightly on the jaw as an in-

centive, “Don’t let her die because her father pissed off  the wrong people.” 

The wrong people formed the organization to which most of  the rest 

of  the children belonged. I had been told about them, their skills, shown 

their faces, and sometimes Vance or Alice would let slip some personal de-

tail I would store away. Though they were all now on opposite sides, they 

had grown up together. Who else would understand them better than those 

who knew what it was like to belong to the families that ruled the world 

obviously, and, in the shadows, absolutely? Their parents were ambassadors, 

gang leaders, five star generals, and even the President. These children were 

born with the world at their feet, and I stood on the brink, looking in, know-

ing them and not knowing them. 
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A shot rang out in the cool night, but it was only one of  the men below 

shooting distractedly at a scurrying rat. He didn’t have a silencer and it was 

a pointless waste of  ammo. Sloppy. 

“If  you don’t kill them, I promise they’ll kill you,” Sergei had told me 

once as I laid sprawled out on a sparring mat, breathing for all I was worth. 

He didn’t even sweat, “You can’t afford to take a break or be off  guard. 

Ever.” 

“Well, I guess I’ll just always have to have you around, then. You can be 

my scary guardian angel.”

He didn’t smile, because he never smiles, but he didn’t insult me, either. 

Even though the three of  them were the same age, Sergei always felt so 

much older. He didn’t say much, didn’t do much, but he was fiercely loyal. 

The problem was, no one knew when they earned that loyalty until they 

were in some life or death situation and he would suddenly appear. He was 

terrifyingly inspiring, the way he killed people like an animal and then went 

on living, as if  he made the choice of  who lived and died. Like he was God.

“I don’t like this. He’s pretty late, maybe you should pull out,” Vance 

droned in my ear.

A test.

“But in his profile it said he likes to keep customers waiting. Likes to 

make them sweat, you know?” 

“…Very good, Lady.”

I glowed under his praise. Though I was three years his senior, he was 

ahead of  me in everything. He was the man who saved my life and gave me 

one. My mentor. 

“Hey, is it cold out there? Is your jacket enough?” Alice this time. She 

had taken on the role of  my mother since I had told her I had never met 

mine. 

“I’ll be okay, don’t worry.” 

“Okay… well, hurry back once you’re done. Isaac is back from scoping 

out his next hit and he really wants to see you.”

“He said that?”
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“You know he wouldn’t say it, but you and I know he does.” I could hear 

her smile on the other line and I blushed.

Isaac. Shy, reserved, gentle, and vicious. As the third brother he had 

chosen a different route from those of  Vance and Sergei. Where Vance was 

all talk and charm and Sergei was brutality, Isaac was reflection. I had won-

dered shortly after we first met if  perhaps he had taken a liking to me. I saw 

him blush once when I came down the stairs for my nineteenth birthday in 

a new dress Alice had bought for me. I had blushed right back.

I felt as if  we had always connected because we felt like outsiders. I, 

because I couldn’t understand the elaborate, deadly, fascinating life they led, 

and he, because I don’t think he ever really wanted it. Though he was an 

assassin, like all of  us, he was so much more. I think if  he had a chance to 

walk away from this life, he would, just like me. 

“Hey, Lady, settle something for us. Do you think Alice has the right to 

get mad about girls I dated before her?”

“Oh, there is no way I’m jumping in on that discussion,” I whispered, 

and then laughed softly as I heard muted fighting in the background.

He was only teasing her, of  course. Alice and Vance were meant for 

each other in a way only some people could be. He held her when she 

thought of  how they’d killed her mother, and she tamed the side of  him 

that wasn’t altogether natural, the side that liked killing a little. Before he met 

Alice, Vance was quite the womanizer, or so I heard. But once her father 

remarried and they moved to America, he only had eyes for her.

At first Alice would have nothing to do with him, but Vance slowly 

wore her down, the charming bastard. Now, I can’t imagine a time when 

they weren’t glued to each other. But it was nice for me, in a strange way. I 

imagined it was what it felt like for children when they first saw their par-

ents kissing. It’s not something you want to see, but you’re happy it goes on 

nonetheless. 

“Hey, do you want some company?” 

My heart skipped a beat. Isaac rarely came on the intercom, and when 

he did, it was usually because Vance had sent him or he had been coaxed 
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to do so by Alice. Since the two of  them were probably busy making up, I 

smiled at the thought that he was doing this on his own. His voice was soft, 

and, to the uneducated listener, sounded monotonous. It wasn’t until you 

knew him well that you picked up the subtle fluctuations in his tone. He was 

being earnest.

“Oh, I–I don’t foresee there being any problems. And it’s a long drive. 

And you just got back!” 

“I could be there in ten minutes and you know it. I’m only asking be-

cause Alice said you might be… cold.”

I held back a giggle. 

“Stop flirting! She has a job to do!” Vance exclaimed, reclaiming the 

microphone. 

I sighed and looked below, feeling just as bored as the two men looked 

below. It reminded me of  the night Vance had changed my life forever by 

pulling me out of  the burning wreckage of  my house.

I had been sitting at home, alone in a mansion, a few hours after my fa-

ther’s funeral. I was so numb from the day that the only emotion I could feel 

without shattering was boredom, so I sat and watched late night talk shows. 

The fire started so fast I didn’t even have time to look for an exit, much less 

head for one. Vance told me later as he rubbed my back while I coughed up 

black phlegm that their rival agency hadn’t wanted any survivors from their 

mission. Apparently, my father had gotten in deep with their leaders with 

the intention of  releasing the names of  their top assassins to his employers, 

and I had been caught in the crossfire. Literally. 

That was how I came to be at Zero, or the group of  assassins Vance’s 

father ran. I had been appalled at the idea of  killing people for money, as 

I still was in certain instances, and I had been disgusted that Vance would 

even ask. But he was relentless once he had seen my sharp shooting abilities. 

It wasn’t until the second mission when I shadowed him that I even consid-

ered it. We were escorting a bank owner from his home to his office with 

a safe he claimed had all of  the secrets of  his success in it. He was one of  

the nicest old men I had ever met, so, when the bullet slammed through his 
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head and blood splattered onto my face, I felt the rage that Vance had told 

me about that betrayed man’s innate ability to kill. 

“If  you join us, you can protect the nice old men, and kill those who 

would rid the world of  them.” 

Vance’s argument had not been compelling until he said that. 

“I would never…have to kill a CEO just because he pisses off  the CFO 

or track down a politician’s cheating wife?” My voice wavered when I asked 

and he knew he had me.

“We can do whatever the fuck we want.”

And that was it. I was swept away by the glamour, money, and prestige 

that came with being a part of  a world without limits and being told I had 

the right to decide who lived and who died. But at night, whenever I felt 

I was losing myself, whenever I felt like Sergei, I always repeated the same 

mantra:

I only kill bad people. I only kill bad people. I only kill bad people…

I can do whatever the fuck I want.

“Look out, Lady. His car just entered our radar. You have a few min-

utes,” Vance sounded excited as he quickly related the news, like he always 

did when he knew what was about to happen. He thrived off  the rush of  an 

effectively executed hit. I tried not to think about it. 

A few minutes later, I watched the dealer’s armored Escalade pull up 

and the fat, drunken, blob of  a man slosh out with a string of  drugged up 

women straggling along after him. They were so high I bet they didn’t re-

member that they were daughters, or mothers, or friends. It disgusted me. 

I had to wait until I had a clear shot, and that would be once he’d made the 

deal. Once he did, I would pull the trigger, and my back up would rush in, 

taking the girls away and dealing with the other dealers, if  needed. 

“How do you feel?” Isaac asked, his voice a little breathy. He was ner-

vous. 

“I’m okay. The waiting is the worst part.”

And it was. I heard him breathing, unsure of  what to say, before he cut 

out. Such a sweet boy. It shocked me when I fell in love with him, being 
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that I’m not usually attracted to reserved types, but more so because I had 

never loved anyone before. I tried to love my father, but he was always away, 

and when he wasn’t, he was only interested in being my friend. I could have 

loved my mother, or at least her memory, but all I knew of  her was a pic-

ture hastily shoved into a drawer when I caught my father looking at it. But 

Isaac… he was different, and I was drawn to his mystery. I wanted to know 

what he was thinking for the rest of  my life. 

And not just him, all of  them. (The dealer’s head bobbed above the 

crowd, but he was too close to the redhead.) I had fallen in love with a group 

of  people like those who had killed my family. (His laugh is disgusting. I 

wish he were taller so I could get this over with.) Because they weren’t mon-

sters. They loved just as hard, cried just as easily, and hated just as fervently 

as the rest of  us, and they showed me more about being a part of  something 

than any of  those people who supposedly retained their humanity. 

He shook their hands.

Who needs humanity anyway?

The women shuffled over to the buyers who eyed them greedily. 

I have so much more than that. 

The dealer took a swig of  whiskey and moved toward the car.

I have people who love me. I have a whole world to myself. I can do 

whatever the fuck I want. 

There’s the shot.

“Don’t miss.” 
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THEO

CAROLYN LOIS MCNAMARA

Theo, startled by his deskmate banging a towering stack of  contracts on 

their shared desk, spilled his hot coffee everywhere. 

“Damn it, Theo, what the hell is wrong with you?”

Instead of  telling his irate colleague just what the hell was wrong with 

him, Theo watched the coffee he had just spilled spread across his work-

space, steadily slowing down as it crept along the desk, soaking papers and 

dripping off  of  edges. Instead of  a desk covered in coffee, he saw one 

soaked in blood, turning everything not tan but scarlet, filling the air with 

the taste of  metal instead of  hazelnut. 

“Theo, grab some damn paper towels!”

Startled out of  his vision, Theo rose and left for the bathroom without 

apologizing to his glaring deskmate. Once in the bathroom, Theo splashed 

his face with water and looked himself  over in the mirror. He looked no 

different than usual, if  not more tired. There was no blood splattered across 

his ironed oxford or caked inside his fingernails. Why would there be? He 

hadn’t touched any of  the blood. He had only seen it, an ocean of  blood 

painting the grass and sinking into the soil. 

His mind reverted back to the events of  the previous night, as it had 

been doing all day, despite his desperate attempts to think about anything 

else. He’d been jogging at the park sometime near midnight, the only free 
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time he ever had since starting at the firm. With about two miles to go until 

the nearest restroom and being perilously close to wetting his pants, Theo 

jogged into the dense mass of  trees along the jogging path and relieved him-

self. He was heading back to the path when he heard raised voices coming 

from within the trees. He paused and listened. The voices ceased, and then 

there was crying, a woman’s crying. 

Theo moved toward the noise, stealthily creeping through the trees, 

avoiding twigs and dead leaves. Eventually he could make out a clearing 

with two figures standing in it, one a large boy who was gesticulating wildly, 

the other a small girl with her head bent and her arms crossed. Theo moved 

closer so as to make out what they were saying. 

“I just don’t understand it, Allison. You told me you were on birth 

control. You were on birth control, weren’t you Allison? Or were you lying 

to me?”

“I was on it, I promise! I don’t know how this happened.”

“Well, neither do I, Allison. I don’t have any idea how this happened, 

but you told me you were on birth control, so this is your fault. You have 

to take care of  it.”

“What? You mean get an abortion? I’m not getting an abortion, Teddy. 

Abortion’s murder.”

“You sure as hell are getting an abortion! There is no way I’m losing 

my baseball scholarship because you can’t remember to take a pill. Is it even 

mine, Allison? Which one is it? Are you just stupid, or have you been whor-

ing around?”

By this time, Theo was seriously regretting his eavesdropping on these 

emotionally unstable strangers, and Allison was bawling into her hands, 

shaking her head again and again. Teddy began to yell again. 

“Whichever one it is, this is your fault. You are taking care of  it. This is 

not my fault. It’s not my responsibility.”

 Allison took her head out of  her hands, clenched her fists, and 

screamed, “You sure as hell will take care of  it! It’s your baby too, Ted. I’m 
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keeping it and you’re going to pay for it! I don’t give a damn about your 

baseball. I don’t give a damn what you say.”

That’s when he hit her. His big, solid fist hit her right across the mouth, 

and she staggered back and fell. Theo’s heart was beating loudly in his chest, 

and he was sure that they could hear it, that Teddy the enraged, robust third 

baseman would hear his heartbeat, turn on him, and beat him into a bloody 

pulp. Allison, in the meantime, had stood back up. She wiped her mouth 

with the back of  her hand, and looked up into the moonlight and Teddy’s 

face. 

“Just face it, Teddy,” she said, wincing from the pain of  his blow, yet 

smirking because she knew she could hurt him even more with the truth of  

her words. “You’re this baby’s daddy, and your life’s over.”

Teddy hit her again, this time in the collarbone. She fell, but this time 

she didn’t, couldn’t get back up, because Teddy was kicking her, kicking her 

repeatedly and forcefully. Theo could hear the sick thumping sound Teddy’s 

boots made when they sank into her flesh and the sharp crack of  ribs break-

ing. For what seemed like a year, Theo watched an insane, uncontrollable 

teenager beat his pregnant girlfriend until she ceased to cry out, ceased to 

move. When she was completely still and silent, Teddy stopped his beating, 

and stared down at his seemingly dead girlfriend while Theo stared at him. 

Ted sniffed, glanced about him, and then, without word of  farewell or a tear 

of  remorse, began walking toward the jogging path. 

Theo watched him leave and listened to him make his way through the 

trees. When he could no longer hear footsteps, Theo fell back from his 

crouching position and onto the ground. He hyperventilated into his hands 

and felt hot tears running down his face. Grabbing onto a nearby tree trunk, 

he found his way to his feet and made his way toward Allison. A few feet 

from her body he saw the blood, glistening in the moonlight. He could see, 

even from a distance, the dark red stain that started high up on Allison’s 

cardigan and made its way down her back. Then Theo turned away, made 

his way slowly and deliberately back toward the jogging path, and made a 

concerted effort to jog, not sprint, his way back to his car. He drove home, 
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showered for nearly two hours, and then lay in bed until it was morning and 

time to go to work, where he would spill coffee cups of  blood and have 

nervous breakdowns in bathrooms. 

Why hadn’t he helped her? Why hadn’t he run for help? Why hadn’t he 

called the police? Was it on the news? Had she been found yet? Was he a 

murderer? Was he a murderer? Gripping the sides of  the sink so his knuck-

les grew white, Theo forced himself  to breathe evenly, look into the mirror, 

stare into his crazed eyes, and deliver his conscience from the argument he’d 

been giving it since much earlier that morning, an argument asserting that 

he had stood no chance against a mountain of  muscle such as Teddy, that 

by jumping to Allison’s defense he would have merely doubled the number 

of  victims, that he was no good Samaritan, no midnight vigilante. He was a 

lawyer, for the love of  God, and he had acted logically. He would listen to 

logic now, and calm down.

Theo returned to his desk and cleaned up the spilled coffee. He read 

through documents without understanding a word they said and listened 

to people talk without hearing a thing. At the end of  the day, he gathered 

up his belongings and made his way out of  the firm. He stepped onto the 

sidewalk and made his way onto the street without looking, and then he felt 

someone grabbing him and pulling him backwards. Theo and his rescuer 

tumbled onto the sidewalk, cringing as a bus roared past only inches from 

them. 

The heavy, middle-aged man who had pulled Theo back and saved him 

from walking straight into the path of  an oncoming bus stood and offered 

his hand to Theo. 

“You alright, son? That was a close one. You’ve gotta watch where 

you’re going more carefully, ya know?”

Theo took the man’s hand, stood, and brushed himself  off. 

“Thank you. Thank you for saving me.”

“Of  course, sonny. I couldn’t just watch you die, now could I?”
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THE CAVE

ALYXIS SMITH

Marius Lutz sat with his forehead on the glass of  the window, eyes looking 

down over the passing landscape. His fingers clicked the trigger of  the gun 

in his lap. Unwound and unloaded, the Erickson wind-up pistol, with its 

polished gears and engraved handle, was both state of  the art and currently 

harmless. The gun was in working condition, with the winding mechanism 

oiled to allow rapid-fire shooting from the pistol—from a well-practiced 

hand, at least. Marius had learned the hard way, however, to never carry a 

loaded weapon on board any craft commanded by her.

“We’re nearly there!”

He sighed. Below, the lamplit streets were finally giving way to dirt paths 

and the neighborhoods to farms at a constant, humming speed. They were 

en route, four hours past the estimated arrival time, with the sun to set in 

less than an hour. “Liesel, you said that same thing ten minutes ago. You 

can say it as much as you like, but it’s not going to make it any more true.” 

Captain Liesel Rhea shrugged, not taking her hands off  the controls. 

She glanced up at the mirror on the console, allowing her to see behind 

without turning. “I’m just trying to make you feel better, Mari. You look so 

uneasy over there.” She blew some air upwards, trying to move a mass of  

dark hair that somehow escaped her aviation cap and was now flittering over 
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her goggles. Despite all her efforts, she only managed to move the hair to an 

even more annoying position. 

“I’d feel better if  we weren’t leaving so late.” His fingers twitched on 

the impotent trigger. “I don’t like being so far from the city at night in this 

colony. It’s far too uncivilized.”

Liesel shook her head and still the hair did not do what she wanted. “We 

had to have the engineer look at the engine. It was making a noise.”

“It was perfectly fine!”

There was a moment where all that could be heard in the gondola was 

the unusual sound of  the engine of  the Luftschiff  K-W 28, second class. 

“Better to be safe than sorry. And besides, this one pilot I trained with 

once…”

Marius sat up away from the window and did a mental count of  his 

weapons and armor. Anything to not listen too closely to yet another an-

ecdote, or whatever Liesel was saying. Behind him, the sky turned orange. 

They still had yet to see the mountains. 

“And that’s why, if  you’re going to throw up in your helmet, you should 

remember that you did it and not put it back on again. Did you see that 

bird?”

Up and alert now, Marius had his eyes on Liesel. “Do not look at that 

bird!”

She made an unhappy hmmph noise. “I crash one airship because I look 

at one bird, and this is what you do every time I point out a bird.”

“You crashed your government-issued, state of  the art K-C first class 

during your final exam test—into another student. You broke her leg! Not 

to mention both the airships were destroyed beyond repair. You’re lucky all 

you got was a concussion.” Despite his words, Marius had a smile on his 

lips, still leaning away from the window. This, unlike the landscape below, 

was familiar territory. 

“It’s been three years,” Liesel reminded him, as she had done at least 

once a week since the test, while tapping on one of  the gauges to make sure 

it was showing the right reading. “You should learn to let it go. Left turn!”
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“Other left!” Marius corrected automatically as Liesel turned right, 

banking only a hair’s breadth to the left. “A ship like this can’t handle your 

steering.”

She turned around for just a second to look at him, face obscured by 

the top of  the helmet and the overly large brass goggles. To Marius, she 

looked like a directionally-challenged bug. The turnaround was short-lived 

though, and Liesel had her eyes back on the shadowy skin in front of  them 

before she started speaking again. “Actually, Mari, even with their age, these 

southern 28 models have great steering, partially due to the amounts of  

duralumin used in the hull. It’s the gauges you need to look out for. The 

warning bells as well. I had one K-W 28 last year that liked to give ground 

proximity warnings while I was moored on the ground.”

They chatted on about airships for a while, Liesel going off  what she 

knew and Marius chiming in with what he had read when he could get a 

word in edgewise. It was a tough task with Liesel, and it kept the conversa-

tion at the level of  a rather one-sided lecture as she piloted them to their 

destination. Still, it kept him distracted from the anxiety he always felt being 

this far from queen and country. 

“Now I promise you, we are nearly are there.” The sky looked smudged 

with navy ink. “Just a few more miles and you’ll be able to see the clearing. 

And the mountain range is there, out your window.”

Reluctantly, Marius turned back to look out the window. The farms had 

completely disappeared. A vast jungle replaced them, in a dark green that 

looked nearly black, sinister and all consuming over the landscape. It was all 

Marius could see for miles, broken only by the jagged peaks of  the Roerich 

Mountains. Those largely unexplored teeth of  some sleeping monstrosity 

struck Marius to where he could not look away. Gun still unloaded and 

harmless, Marius’ finger pulled at the trigger. 

There was a jerky stop, which would have knocked Marius out of  his 

seat had he not expected it, before a moment of  hovering and the descent 

towards the murky ground. 
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“Oh good, you’re still in your seat. I managed to knock a senior offi-

cer out of  his last month. He was like a turtle on his back, the way he was 

squirming. I don’t know what it is about senior officers and puddings, but 

that one really needs to lay off  them.”

At this level and with the lights of  the ship, the clearing was a ver-

dant, more familiar green, like a garden at night. It was barely large enough 

for the small ship they had, though there were dents in the nearby canopy 

where larger ships had landed, heedless of  the size of  the clearing. The four 

larger ships, Marius thought. Four attempts before him and none successful. 

There was another jerk as the ship hit the ground and nudged the surround-

ing canopy.

Liesel threw her arms up in the air. “On the ground and no one dead!”

“I really hate how you always act so excited about that. Even you have 

never killed anyone.”

Liesel began the post-landing checks while bouncing in her seat. “Well, 

Mari, you know my luck. Sooner or later something will go wrong.” She 

glared at a switch on the console, wiggling it until it did what she wanted. 

“Well, more wrong than usual.”

Down on the ground about hour and a half  later, Marius was looking 

back up at the gondola and continuing to adjust his radio communicator. 

Even after spending nearly an hour setting up the supplemental radio out-

side the cave after sorting out his own equipment, checking the lengths of  

wire, and banging the device a few times, he couldn’t get the calibrations 

quite right. Marius glared at the radio; given that it had come with the ship 

he didn’t trust it at all, and the fact that he had to set the entire thing up in 

the unsteady lights of  the ship did not help either. “Liesel, Liesel do you 

read me?”

“Yeah, I do.” Her voice crackled out of  the receiver, darker than nor-

mal, but Marius blamed the frequency. He’d once tried to re-teach her the 

proper way to respond to a radio communication, but this was all he ever 

got. After so many years he had learned to let it go. Her lack of  proper radio 

jargon had never injured anyone, at least. “You doing alright down there?”
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Marius scowled. This close up, the ground beneath his feet was now a 

green that felt like a soggy mattress. The air was no better, like falling into 

someone else’s bathwater, and on top of  it all an unseen bird had already 

defecated on his polished helmet. “I’m fine. Just tell me where this cave is. 

Specifically, this time—not just ‘over there.’ ” Marius heard the sound of  a 

bird cawing in the distance and tensed. Coordinates came over the radio. 

Marius consulted his compass and set out, reaching the mouth of  the cave 

in less time than he expected. 

The savage maw towered over him, Cyclopean in scale and enough to 

make him consider taking a step back. Even the trees seemed to stand back, 

knowing better than to grow too closely to such an evil. The radio gurgled 

to life. “You sure you want to do this, Mari?” 

The question had him turning to look back at the top of  the moored 

airship, poking out above the canopy like a tumor. He knew exactly what 

face Liesel was making. This wasn’t their mission. This was a mission set 

forth by the Southern Miskatonic Society for Unique Endeavors after their 

only archeological expedition to this location had ended in a massacre. So 

they put up a posting in the State Mercenary Guild, two years ago, in the 

name of  science and progress. 

The first, second, third, and fourth pairs of  pilots and mercenaries who 

had previously been assigned to it had all vanished. All except for the third 

pilot, found dead in the underbrush by the fourth mercenary. By that time 

the elements had eaten her body, and the recording of  the message back 

to the capital of  the find was the last time last anyone had heard from her 

mercenary. Marius turned back around in the mouth of  the cave. 

“It’ll be fine, Liesel. You know I spent last summer hunting tigers in 

the Sunset Isles with my cousin.” He was fully in the cave now, one hand 

holding the radio and another with a lantern, the wire over his shoulder, and 

his Erickson holstered in the leather bandolier across his chest along with 

others. All parts of  the standard-issue uniform, from his boots to his helmet 

and the small collection of  medallions on his left shoulder.
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The grass had given away to dirt. Marius considered the rotting smell 

now assaulting his nose a fair trade-off. “It’s probably just some sort of  

monstrosity these southern idiot alchemists from the colony capital let 

loose. Dolts. It’ll be big and nasty but still flesh and blood.” He did a prac-

tical sweep of  the mouth of  the cave with his lantern. “Nothing I can’t 

handle. And with these wires and radio, you’ll be informed and I’ll have a 

way out. There is no reason to worry.” The plan was something the other 

expeditions had not even attempted. 

He stowed the radio in his bandolier to pull on the wires gently, mak-

ing sure they were coming with him into the cave. The lantern light glowed 

delightfully in the darkness. Marius turned the key in the mechanism a few 

times for good measure, not trusting a lantern that did not look like it had 

seen a mechanic or a new part since the last great war. 

“All right. What do you see?”

The radio made a disconcerting noise as he reached for it. Already at-

tempted jobs like this always came with the bottom of  the barrel technol-

ogy. “It’s a cave. It’s made of  rocks and some moss and it smells foul.” 

Marius took tentative steps, lantern light preceding his every move.  The 

only sounds came from the decreasingly frequent chatter from Liesel, who, 

after being told seven times, finally caught on to the idea that Marius wanted 

her to be quiet. 

“I’m starting to think,” Marius began, stopping in his tracks to talk to 

Liesel. He had the antenna of  the radio almost completely extended now. 

That was when he saw them, the markings on the wall in an ancient language 

that looked like no savage script he had ever seen. And yet the sight of  them 

froze his eyes in terror, though not as much as the question of  what arche-

ologists could want with such a horror.

And Marius saw it. He dropped the radio in favor of  tearing out his 

pistol and shooting into the impending darkness. 

“Mari! What’s going on?” 

In the proper stance and with newly focused eyes, Marius waited for the 

creature to rise out of  the shadows. 
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“Marius!”

When it did not, he approached it. Thinking it dead, he toed the mass 

with his boot. “Dear God,” he breathed, stepping back. 

“Marius, answer me damn it!”

He holstered his pistol and picked up the radio. “Liesel,” Marius began, 

hearing a melodramatic sigh of  relief  on the other end. “I found one of  the 

other mercenaries.” He shook his head at the next question she asked. “No, 

he’s not alive.” There was no way to describe the carnage, the exposed bone 

and then the flesh that still clung on, a desperate hope to prove the man was 

better than a dead sewer rat. 

Reaching up with his free hand, Marius went to remove his helmet 

and pay homage to a fallen hero and fellow countryman. Then he heard a 

sound—dull, as if  coming through water. Marius barely had time to inform 

Liesel that he was leaving the radio behind before he pulled out his gun 

again.

“No, stick to the plan! I’m not going to let you die!”

Marius was already farther in the cave. He sprinted, following the source 

of  the noise. A roar, from deep within the cave, reverberating and instantly 

followed by the sounds of  movement, the sound a mountain itself  would 

make if  it ever moved. 

He turned left and stepped in a puddle, soaking his legs up to his knees. 

He turned right and caught his shoulder on spiky stalactites, tearing both 

cloth and flesh from his shoulder. 

Marius was far from the rocks before he even heard the sound of  his 

medals falling to the ground. The roar grew louder as Marius ran faster, 

faster, knocking his lantern against the cave wall on a quick turn so that the 

light struggled to even sputter. 

And then, at the end of  the cave, in a cavern with no light but what his 

lantern leaked out, Marius saw it. 

Screaming, he fired as fast as the Erickson would allow. The creature let 

out a howl as the Erickson ran out of  ammunition, and Marius threw it to 
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the ground. He had another pistol out of  his bandolier and managed to get 

off  one shot. 

Then the creature took its turn. 

It lashed out, howling as it swiped at Marius with black claws. He fell 

back, dodging what looked to be flailing tentacles. Stupefied by the smell, he 

dropped the lantern as he tried to save his nose and mouth from the other-

worldly smell of  death. 

Marius retreated. The alien creature chased him, all howl and odor and 

relentless tentacles. They caught his back, ripping away chunks of  flesh and 

knocking the helmet off.

Finally he found the radio by tripping over the coiled wire next to it. 

Grabbing for it, Marius held it tight as he ran. “Liesel!” Marius paused, 

silenced by the sounds of  the creature. Surely this was nothing from this 

world. “Get down here. Guns, bring guns! Leading it out—chasing me. 

Liesel, help!” There was no way to tell if  Liesel was finally silent, or if  the 

echoes of  snarling viciousness were drowning her out. 

Marius tripped again, scraping his knee and losing the pistol he had in 

his hand. He kept running towards the now visible light of  the end of  the 

cave. Finally, he was outside. 

And there was Liesel, clean and armed, with her goggles up and eyes 

wide as the gears in her airship. Marius collapsed in front of  her, sinking 

into the ground, grasping at his bandolier for another pistol. 

“Marius!” Liesel kneeled down to look at him, trying to see what was 

left of  him in the light of  the ship.

“No, Liesel, watch out!” Marius pushed her away, stumbling to get back 

on his feet and point his gun at the mouth of  the cave, eyes sparkling. “It’s 

coming. And when it comes, I’m going to kill it. I’ve already wounded it, 

Liesel, so it won’t take much. I can kill it!”

Liesel had her gun pointed at the mouth of  the cave as well, hands shak-

ing. “What is it?”

The monster appeared, wailing and waving. Marius shot at it and Liesel 

cried out. 
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“Don’t do that! Can’t you see it’s hurt?” With a preternatural speed, the 

creature dodged past Marius and his gun to hide behind Liesel, so much less 

like a mountain when she had her arms in front of  it. 

So Marius turned his gun on Liesel, blood dripping down his arm and 

onto the pistol. He grinned as he cocked it back. “Get away from it, Liesel,” 

he ordered, voice edging on laughter. “Can’t you see it’s almost dead? One 

more shot to the head and I’ll have killed it. Mission complete!”

Tears fell down Liesel’s cheeks. The creature behind her nuzzled her 

back and whimpered. “You can’t.” The figure in front of  her, bare headed 

and covered in blood, was not her Marius. “I won’t let you!”

This Marius, clothes shredded and gun at the ready, tilted his head. 

Blood from his shoulder began to flow anew. “Oh, I can. I guess I’ll just 

have to kill you first.”

Pilots’ uniforms were not designed for protection. The ship, with its 

armor and cannons and blades did that for the pilot in times of  danger. The 

goggles helped some, but mostly as a fashion statement. Liesel fell to the 

ground with an anticlimactic thud, the cotton and wool of  her uniform do-

ing nothing to stop the bullet from Marius’ gun. 

Marius laughed. It started as a chuckle and grew to a full, roaring laugh-

ter when he saw the way the creature looked at him with no body to hide 

behind anymore. “You’re mine,” Marius said, approaching the creature as 

he reset the gun. “I’m going to kill you and mount your head on my wall.”

He cocked back and fired, the bullet striking its target as its target struck 

Marius. The abomination ripped at the flesh of  his chest, not stopping until 

it wore most of  his blood. Then, with the smell of  death, it limped back into 

the cave, mewling a mourning song of  galaxies long past. 

When the next pair came to the site four months later, they found no 

airship, no radio, and no wires. Only two mangled and waterlogged bodies, 

ravaged by animals and the elements, barely worth a look before this mer-

cenary entered the cave. 
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THINGS UNEXPLAINABLE

KAYLEIGH HUGHES

The sun is almost directly overhead when Sophie wakes up. Charlie 

has been at work for several hours. He has a traditional desk job. Char-

lie says sometimes, only halfway joking, that Sophie does not have a “real 

job.” Sophie thinks she has a very important job. She is a painter. She stays 

home every day with her apples. It’s very important. Today, the doctor has 

called her in to the office to share the results of  some recent tests. She gets 

dressed. She slides herself  into jeans. She chooses a black top with a wide 

neck. After she has dressed, she stands in front of  her full-length mirror, 

examining her collarbone. She loses track of  time. It is almost three in the 

afternoon before she is on her way to the doctor’s office.

The doctor does not look like Sophie. The doctor is bulging. Sophie has 

always thought that “bulging” is the right word. His neck is wider than his 

head. It has rolls. His arms seem to be unfairly stuffed into his shirtsleeve, 

making his hands look like too much meat has been squeezed into a sausage 

casing. It is August, and the temperature has been in the mid-nineties for 

more than a week. The doctor asks if  she has been eating ice cream to stay 

cool in the heat. She shakes her head violently.

“My mother used to say, ‘Ice cream is God’s way of  telling us that some 

things should be better for the soul than they are for the waistline.’ She’s 

dead now. So what does that say?”
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The doctor laughs quietly, and the sound is hollow and uneven. He is 

uncomfortable, she thinks. Sophie is embarrassed to have snapped at him 

like that, but she is also irritated with his personal questions. Every visit he 

does this. “So you just had your birthday! What kind of  cake did you get?” 

“How was your Thanksgiving dinner?” “I saw that cherries are in season. I 

think I’m going to make some pies. Would you like one?” He is very stupid. 

She decides that he deserves to feel uncomfortable. 

Sophie had once had a doctor who was not stupid at all. He was the 

smartest man she had ever met. He noticed all of  her bones. He was always 

very concerned about her and recommended that she check herself  into a 

clinic. She had almost done it, too. But then he had hit on her, and they had 

slept together, and then he hadn’t much cared about whether she got help 

anymore, and she hadn’t much wanted to, either. 

The bulging doctor tells Sophie that she cannot have children. She has 

almost no estrogen. She hasn’t had a period in more than a decade. There 

are eggs in her body, but they will never be released again. Even if  by some 

miracle she brings her weight up enough to have a period, the eggs will not 

be released. He says how sorry he is. 

Sophie is afraid of  children. She is slightly disgusted by them. They’re 

so fresh. They’re so smooth and round. When you touch a baby’s skin, 

it squishes. Sophie does not understand who would want such a round, 

squishy person to take care of. She is also afraid of  the way that they cry. It 

is loud, and a mother must wake up in the night to tend to the loud crying. 

A mother does not get much sleep. Sophie needs a great deal of  sleep. She 

leaves the doctor’s office. 

Sophie comes home. She closes the door to the house and stands si-

lently for a moment in the foyer. Picture frames of  various sizes hang along 

the wall of  the entryway. There are so many that when a visitor comes to 

the house, they often don’t notice the color of  the walls, because they are 

nearly impossible to see. All the pictures are variations on the same theme—

her apples. Unlike traditional fruit paintings, however, these apples are not 

fresh and robust. They don’t shine with healthy apple vitality. They are, 
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as Charlie’s sister Maryanne had indelicately put it one time, “kind of  dis-

turbing.” It is true. They are brown. They have mold. They are dimpled and 

withered and repugnant. They are weak and small. They seem to tremble 

on the page. Standing there, looking at them, Sophie thinks her apples are 

beautiful.

Her mind travels back to the time when she went with her grandmother 

to an open-air market. She is a ten-year-old girl. All the vendors bring their 

fresh fruits and vegetables and meats and flowers. There are so many col-

ors, so many foods. Sophie’s mother has always been more generally the 

type to shop in the supermarket, because it is very practical, but today her 

grandmother wants to show her something special. They walk through the 

mélange, past rows of  shiny eggplants, around hanging shoulders of  lamb, 

through a veritable garden of  freshly cut tulips, until they stop in front of  

a small booth. The old man who runs the booth is named Mr. Williams. He 

is an apple farmer and a good friend of  Sophie’s grandmother. He shows 

Sophie how beautiful and fresh his bushels of  apples are. She is amazed, and 

he invites her to come apple-picking.

Sophie picks apples. There are thousands, but she only picks the ones 

without dimples or blemishes. Mr. Williams lets her take them home. He 

explains that, because they are fresh and natural, they will not stay perfect 

for long. She must enjoy them while they are crisp. When she gets home, 

she puts them on display, but she can’t bring herself  to eat them. They are 

too pretty and too perfect to be ruined by a bite. How selfish—to ruin the 

apples because she wants to taste something sweet. Who would do that? So 

instead she sets them with care on the kitchen table. She arranges them in 

a line, from smallest to largest. She makes a sign that says, “Sophie’s beautiful 

apples. Do not touch.” They sit there for a week without a problem, and then 

Sophie’s mother warns her that they are becoming soft, and that she had 

better eat them soon. Sophie picks one up and looks at it, deciding that 

it’s just not the right time. So she puts it back on the table and the apples 

remain for another week. They are starting to wrinkle. Her mother tells her 

that they must go. But Sophie loves them by this point. She spends hours 
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admiring the objects she worked so hard to obtain. She can’t just ruin them. 

They are too important. So she takes them to her room and hides them in a 

box, where they fall more and more apart. When her mother eventually fol-

lows the stink and finds them, it is in many ways too late. While her mother 

dumps the apple remnants into the kitchen trash can, Sophie examines her 

elbows in her kitchen window reflection. She starts painting the apples after 

that, so she can never lose them. 

Sophie realizes she is still standing in her foyer. She looks down and 

finds that her hands have started massaging her rib cage. She watches as 

they lovingly trace each bone, gently digging into her body to feel the curve, 

smoothly sliding back up from the divots between each rib. The experience 

is like being able to run your hands along the ripples made from a stone 

that’s been tossed into a pond. The ephemeral made solid. Her breathing is 

slow and measured, her shoulders are back, her eyes wide and unfocused. 

The door opens and Charlie walks in. Sophie jumps. 

“Hey there.” Charlie says, with a timid smile.

“Hi.” Sophie says, “You surprised me.” 

“What were you doing?”

Sophie is nervous. Charlie is usually in a good mood, and she never 

really wants to put him out of  it. But he doesn’t like her work. He is un-

comfortable with the fact that she stays home every day painting pictures 

of  decaying apples. It keeps her in a relatively good mood, so he allows it to 

continue without comment. Still though, she knows he doesn’t want to hear 

about what she’s really been doing.

“I was looking at our wedding photograph.” 

Indeed, among the collection of  rotted fruit, there hangs a single pho-

tograph of  Sophie and Charlie on their wedding day, visible from the entry-

way. Charlie had insisted on at least that one. 

“Oh.” He smiles again. He tended to do that. “I know exactly how you 

feel. Sometimes I can stand here for twenty minutes just looking at that 

photograph. We were so happy. I like to look at that photograph and re-

member how happy that day was. You’re so beautiful.”
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Sophie had indeed looked beautiful on her wedding day. Her family told 

her she looked beautiful. They complimented her hair and her dress and her 

makeup, but no one said a thing about her collarbones. Her wedding was 

not a very good day. She had to do a lot of  painting on the honeymoon. The 

apples she painted on the honeymoon were sold for a great deal of  money. 

“Imagine,” he says, “how happy we’ll be once we’re a real family.”

 Charlie wants children. He hopes that they will have three beautiful 

children. He imagines taking them for ice cream and laughing when they 

drip all over their new sneakers. He wants to hug them and feel how warm 

with life they are. He wants to love them wholly and completely, and with 

his love he hopes that they will live happy and healthy lives.  

The first time Sophie remembers Charlie talking about having children, 

they are already married. He says he had mentioned them several times 

while they were dating. He says she always smiled at the idea. Sophie doesn’t 

remember. 

Charlie doesn’t know that Sophie doesn’t get her period anymore. Once 

a month she lies and tells him they can’t have sex for a few days. This is, 

of  course, if  the issue even comes up. If  she isn’t too tired to have sex that 

month at all. 

Sophie tells Charlie she has a lot of  work to do and disappears for the 

rest of  the night. She goes into the kitchen, where her apples are in a line. 

Today they are arranged according to their level of  decay. Every day she ar-

ranges them in a different manner. There are at least thirty of  them lined up 

along the counter. She walks along next to them, surveying each individual 

apple’s status. She feels suddenly like the high school cheerleading captain 

she once was, ponytail tight and high, cheekbones tight and high. She feels 

like it is tryout day, like she is separating the wheat from the chaff, those 

who have the potential for perfection and those who don’t even stand a 

chance. Girls never worked harder in their lives than they did for Sophie. 

She destroyed them. 

She paints all evening, in the small room off  the kitchen. It is for the 

laundry machine, but she has set up a table there for her paintings. At one 
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point, when she is rearranging her scene, an apple falls on the tile floor. It 

is in such a state of  decay that it easily smashes open, revealing several rot-

ted seeds. They are hanging inside the apple, wasted and ugly. She picks the 

apple up again and keeps painting it, seeds and all. 

For the first time in many years Sophie lies awake all night. She is tired 

like usual, but she can’t get to sleep. She thinks about her life, but as much 

as she can remember, she can’t even come close to figuring out where the 

feelings of  worthlessness came from. Like a person with a stutter claims to 

have been born that way, Sophie has come to believe that there was never a 

time when she didn’t feel empty. If  you’re going to feel empty inside even 

after you’ve eaten, then what’s the point of  eating at all?  And if  all you 

can ever remember is feeling empty, then why would you ever want to fill 

yourself  up? Sophie is not a womb. She is not the cradle of  life. And she 

had been wrong to marry Charlie—to try to be something more than empty. 

She knows she was wrong.  Charlie loves her. He loved her before he had 

figured her out. So once he had figured her out he couldn’t stop loving her, 

even though she knows he wanted to. She knows he still wants to. What she 

feels for Charlie is pity. 

In the morning, she tells Charlie that they can’t have children. He is sit-

ting down to breakfast before work and she is drinking coffee. He asks why. 

For some reason she tells him the truth. She even tells him that she doesn’t 

like them. He is silent. He is heartbroken. He doesn’t finish his breakfast. He 

leaves without saying goodbye, but he does stop in the foyer to look at her 

paintings for a very long time.

She watches out the kitchen window as his car pulls away from the 

driveway and she feels as if, for the first time in her life, someone is pulling 

away from her instead of  the other way around. She drops into a chair, picks 

up an apple and begins to massage it. In and out of  the crevices her fingers 

move, just as they’ve always done, and she wonders if  he’ll ever return.  No 

matter, she thinks. He’ll be better off. 
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GRADIENT

MATTHEW HOWARD

Balls of  prose littered the floor. Crumpled fictions filled the trash bin. A 

Post-It note dangled from the windowsill, and a blue-ink pen sat patient on 

empty paper. Successes in failure.

Frank chanced another look at the Post-It note. The phrase “We do not 

count a man’s years, until he has nothing else to count” forced his eyes back to the 

notebook, whose blankness bothered him even more. He ran his hands 

through what was left of  his gray hair, gave a dry sob, and gently plucked 

the note from its roost, placing it onto the empty page. No more Post-

Its would join it. Vaguely, he recalled yesterday’s fit; saw himself  tearing 

through the apartment, ripping every yellow Post-It note from the furniture. 

All of  which contained quotes that targeted his age, poor work ethic, or his 

dementia. All of  which had driven him mad, at times unbearably so. 

Fifteen minutes later, he sat in the public library, desperate and wont to 

return to his own stifling desk. From the corner opposite the entrance, he 

spied everyone and everything—anyone or anything. By chance, a Viking 

was staring back at him amid a tableful of  books.

The man’s head was little more than mustache and beard; though he 

was bald, tangled blonde strands had found their way to his face, where 

they swept down to his cavernous chest. Two black eyes sat like coals in 

the doughy face, and a nose like a shoe horn jutted from the mustache. 
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The  eyebrows were knitted together, perhaps permanently, and his neck, 

if  he had one, was hidden beneath the beard. With those beady eyes still on 

Frank, the Viking rose from his chair, toppling books as he did, and walked 

toward him. Frank blinked.

He was taller than Frank had thought, with a stride that was stiff  and 

commanding. The giant’s black eyes never once broke contact with him, 

even when he stood towering over the old man, who sat there smiling a 

fool’s smile. But when the giant’s ruddy lips parted, no thunderous cacoph-

ony tumbled forth. Instead, a light, chummy whisper filtered through beard 

and mustache to say:

“Can I help you find anything today, sir?”

Frank sat abashed, muttering “No” into his empty notebook. The Vi-

king retreated, and as he did, Frank eyed him, trying to find the outline of  

an axe hidden under his shirt. After detecting no weapon, he looked back at 

the Post-It note quote. The yellow square was void of  writing.
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THE RED BALLOON PROJECT

MELISSA RAGSDALE

From the Records of  The Institute for Renewed Creativity Special Projects Division 

Top Security Clearance Required 

When Jeremy got to the lab, Erickson was already there, his feet propped up 

on the table, a cup of  coffee in his hand. 

“Well, you’re bloody late.”

“Bus. The cycle hasn’t started, has it?” Jeremy hung his black trench 

coat on the hook by the door and set his briefcase down beside the chair. He 

donned his white lab coat and took the seat beside Erickson. 

“No. Stimulus for Subject B has been initiated, but Subject A is still 

cooking the roast.” He inclined his head towards the viewing screen. A 

woman wearing vintage 2010-style blue jeans was in a kitchen, opening a 

silver steel oven. 

“Subject B has not entered the area?” Jeremy pulled out the keyboard, 

and placed his pale fingers just above the keys, ready. 

“Subject B scheduled to enter in t-minus thirty seconds.” Erickson said, 

holding his watch up. He yawned. “Do you ever think this is all a conspiracy, 

mate?”

“Hm?” Erickson always did this. Tried to start a conversation just be-

fore the cycle started. 
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“That we might be in a cycle. That someone’s observing us. Face it, it’s a 

much more interesting concept than this balder—oh, here he comes.” 

In the viewing window, a man with dark hair and a collared shirt came 

through the door. “Meg, I’m home!” he called out. 

“Excellent, dinner’s in the oven.” Her voice was cheerful. She moved to 

him and gave him a peck on the cheek. With each thing they said and did, 

Jeremy typed it in. 

A look of  slight consternation had found its way onto Subject B’s face. 

“Oh, you cooked,” he said, unable to hide his disappointment. 

“Of  course I cooked. It’s Friday.”

“ It’s just--” Subject A was already glaring at him, and he stopped mid-

sentence.

“You ate already?” she asked, her hand still on his shoulder, but the 

fingers now digging in. 

“A client sent the whole office pork ribs.” He was talking very fast now. 

Jeremy was struggling to keep up. “What was I supposed to do about it? I 

couldn’t be rude to the guy could I?”

“So instead you decided to be rude to me?”

“No, that’s not it. I love your cooking. I can probably fit some in.”

“Forget it, Don.” Subject A walked over to the oven, yanked it open, 

and took the unfinished pot roast out. She slammed the dish onto the coun-

ter, and stormed out of  the room. Subject B stared dejectedly after her for a 

moment, then went to the couch and turned on the television. 

“Checking on whereabouts of  Subject A.” Erickson said lazily, “In 

Bedroom Number 1, arms folded, crying. Unawareness of  IRC fabrication 

maintained.”

Jeremy nodded, reading through what he had written, fixing tiny spell-

ing errors and adding descriptive adjectives where necessary. “Cut the foot-

age for maximum audience appeal,” he directed absentmindedly. 

“Already on it. ” 
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Jeremy thought for a moment, then after careful consideration wrote 

The Pot Roast at the top of  the page.  “Prose sample is ready for your review,” 

he said, sending the file to Erickson’s computer. 

“Will get to it in one moment, mate.  Just put the final touches on Video 

Sample 1, adding in the laugh track for Video Sample 2.” 

Jeremy did not know why his superiors kept insisting they test the laugh 

track. It had already been established at a consistent Cliché Rating of  372 

Degrees on the Meyers scale. Sighing, he checked the screen for the status 

of  the subjects. Subject A was still in Bedroom 1, doing a Sudoku on her 

tablet. Subject B had not moved from the couch. Subject B let out a gigantic 

belch.  All conditions appeared normal. He entered their status into the lab 

report. 

“Okay, mate. Video samples ready for your review.” Erickson said. 

Jeremy nodded. He opened the video files, watched the footage of  the 

Test Incident (with the addition of  thematic music and camera variation), 

and submitted the files to the Audience Testing Center.  

“Reviewed, and sent.” Erickson said, leaning back in his chair. “Now we 

wait. Anyway, back to my theory.”

“Your conspiracy theory...”

“Yeah. Here’s what I think, mate.” He took his feet down from the 

table, and leaned in close to Jeremy. “What if  all of  this-- the lab, the sub-

jects, all of  it-- what if  this is a Test Incident? What if  we are the subjects 

in an IRC cycle?”

“Conspiracy has a CR of  280 Meyers, Erickson.” Jeremy rolled his chair 

away from him, “There’d be no point in doing a Test Incident with it.” 

“See mate, how do I know that’s not what you’re supposed to say? How 

do I know they haven’t put you here?” 

“They have put me here,” Jeremy reminded him with a sigh, “As a sci-

entist. To research sources of  originality through observation of  genuine 

human interaction. As part of  the ongoing effort to restore the nation’s 

depleted creativity. Or have you forgotten about the shortage?”

“I’m just saying, mate.”
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“I bet you’re also one of  those ‘theorists’ who thinks that we didn’t 

actually land on Mercury, aren’t you, Erickson?”

 “Point taken.” Erickson tapped his fingers on the table. Jeremy glared 

at them, but Erickson didn’t stop.  Several minutes went by. Finally, the 

computer made a beep. 

Erickson sat up and opened the file, “Ah, negative response. Bloody 

hell.”

Jeremy rolled his chair so he could look over Erickson’s shoulder, “Is 

that a Boredom level of  8.4?”

“Yeah, mate. With a Predictability ratio of  seven to one, and a Staleness 

level at 5.9.  So that would make the CR...”

Jeremy did the calculation in his head, “212. The numbers won’t have 

improved with the laugh track.”

“You’re right. Boredom went down by .27, but Predictability went up to 

ten to one, and Staleness went up by 3.4.”

“CR of  250 Meyers. Damn it to hell.” He rolled over to his computer 

to finish the lab report. 

• • •

When Jeremy left the lab that afternoon, the weather had gotten even cold-

er. He wrapped his scarf  tightly around his neck and walked determinedly 

against the howling wind. Though he had no empirical evidence to back 

him up, the weather always seemed to get worse on days when testing did 

not go well. 

When he reached the bus stop, the bench was already occupied, so he 

stood on the curb with his arms folded protectively against his body.  A 

woman and her pigtailed daughter walked up to the stop and stood beside 

him. The little girl was holding a red balloon. She had her head cocked all 

the way back, staring straight up at the balloon, transfixed. 

“Mama, where do they go?” 

“Hmm, sweetie?”
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“Where do balloons go when you let go of  them? And they fly away?”

The bus pulled up with a roar, and Jeremy did not hear what her moth-

er’s answer was.  He sat down beside a woman who smelled like feet and 

watched the city go by through the window. 

Where do the balloons go?

Suddenly, in his mind, he imagined the little girl’s red balloon drifting 

out of  her hand and into the overcast sky. It rose higher and higher, past 

the sheet of  clouds and into the pure blue stratosphere. Floating in the sky 

was a house—no, a castle! And in the castle were hundreds and hundreds of  

balloons, of  all colors and sizes. There were blue balloons, green balloons, 

balloons tied into the shapes of  animals, and foil balloons that read “Happy 

Birthday!” on them.

Frantically, Jeremy opened his briefcase and rummaged around for a 

pen and some paper. He began to write furiously, scribbling out each image 

and idea as it came to him. They kept coming and coming. He missed his 

stop, but he did not care. 

In his story, the balloons in the castle were all the red balloon’s family. 

The red balloon had finally escaped the grasp of  humanity and had come 

home for the first time. Each of  the balloons had their own story, and they 

all greeted the red balloon with open arms. (Jeremy would figure out how 

balloons had arms later.) But even though the balloon had finally gained his 

freedom and had finally been united with his balloon family,  the red balloon 

became very sad. He kept thinking about a young girl with pigtail braids and 

a gap-toothed smile, who had once held his string so nicely, and looked at 

him with such loving eyes. 

(The girl who had asked about balloons and her mother got off  the bus 

at the next to last stop of  the bus’s round. The mother, a scientist herself, 

had explained to her daughter that the rising atmospheric pressure caused 

the balloon to eventually pop. The girl had nodded, and then asked if  they 

were there yet.)

The second time the bus reached his stop, Jeremy got off. In his hand 

was the stack of  papers, filled front and back with his scrawl.  When he 
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finally reached home, he didn’t even make himself  dinner. He went straight 

to the computer and began to type up the pages. 

In white-washed Lab 247-C at the Institute of  Renewed Creativity Spe-

cial Projects Division, a man named Rob watched Jeremy on his viewing 

screen. 

He smiled. “Subject A has begun to type.”

His lab partner, Michael, nodded emphatically, “He has produced ap-

proximately fifteen pages, hand-written, double sided. Calculations based 

off  of  Subject’s previous handwriting samples indicate that this will pro-

duce approximately seven to eight double-spaced pages of  typed text, as-

suming standard 12-point Times New Roman Font.”

On the viewing screen, Jeremy finished typing, read through his work, 

and then leaned back in his chair.  He felt elated in a way he had never felt 

before. He had created something out of  thin air.  He hit “Save.”

Back in the lab, Michael hit a few buttons on his computer. “Sending 

saved file to the Audience Testing Center now.”

They waited. The air felt electric in the lab. Rob knew they were close 

to it, knew that this time they had gotten it right.  On the screen, Jeremy 

smiled to himself.

The computer beeped. 

Rob began to read aloud, “Boredom level, zero. Predictability Ratio, 1 

to 1. Staleness level, zero. Which means a CR rating of  --”

“Zero. Zero Meyers.”

Rob beamed. “The Red Balloon Project is a success.” 

Michael got up from his chair and went over to the lab refrigerator. He 

pulled out a green bottle of  champagne and expertly popped the top off,  

pouring a glass for himself  and one for Rob. 

“Cheers,” they said at the same time. Rob took a sip, then went to the 

computer and began to type his lab report. 

“Thus,” he read aloud as he wrote, “proving the relevance of  the Homo 

sapien Imagination Factor. The origin and energy of  creativity comes from 

the human vessel.” 
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“Where do we go from here?” Michael asked, taking a sip of  cham-

pagne. 

“More experiments. More tests. But we’ve made a step here, Michael. 

An important step. We are so much closer now to being able to control cre-

ativity.” He set his champagne down. “To start, I’m going to put in a request 

for some more balloons.” 

On the viewing screen, Jeremy turned off  his computer. He was satis-

fied with himself. He had done something today, something he knew he 

could be proud of. In the morning, he would present his story about the red 

balloon to his superiors at the IRC. He would tell them how it had come to 

be. 

He would try to explain. He would try to understand. 
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VANITY

LARISSA GARCIA-BAAB

I think what hurt me the most when looking back is that nobody ever really 

understood her. The fantasies and horrors that have been spun in the wake 

of  my mother’s shadow terrified and fascinated even me. I was told she 

had done terrible, unspeakable things, but no one had ever elaborated, as if  

saying she had done such things wasn’t enough to shame me. I was always 

treated differently than the other children, like the adults were nervous that 

I was made of  the same stuff  as she. Maybe I was, but I had no idea what 

made her such a monster, and therefore didn’t know what I was capable of. 

All I remember of  my mother, Roxanne was her name, is a beautiful face 

and white hands with long, spidery fingers. She often cried, but even when 

she did she always sang beautiful things that made me feel safe and loved. I 

felt her loss in a way infants usually don’t, or at least that’s what I was told. 

I cried for days and nights after she died. To me, then, and now, she was my 

mother. 

It was not until I was older that this monster was revealed to me for 

who she was; just a woman desperate to keep what she thought others 

loved. Until then, I had been rocked to sleep with healthy fears of  the forest 

and what lies beyond. Terrible beasts and witches roamed the woods and 

their favorite after dinner snacks were curious children who wandered too 

far from home.  That was why it was so extraordinary when a woman of  
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surpassing beauty exited its depths. She was not at all what I expected, not 

a wart or claw in sight. 

One evening, an absolute rose of  a woman walked into our village and 

halted our routines with a rigidity that terrified and enthralled me. Her ethe-

real form breathed life into the cold mist at her feet until it swelled and 

curled around her like a web. Her voice was like bells, but it had a hard, 

jaded edge that matched her eyes which looked as if  they had endured far 

too many winters and lost too many friends. The gossamer web of  her hair 

drifted like it floated eternally in a pool of  moonlight. Her smile was not 

warm, but understanding. When she spoke, I believed the beasts would have 

stopped to listen. The townspeople gathered in fear and awe, waiting for her 

to speak.

“Child… Breeles,” she breathed, shocking me at her knowledge of  my 

name, “I know that these people have kept much from you, but I believe-”

“YOU.” 

We all snapped our heads around. What person dare interrupt this god-

dess? One of  the village elders elbowed her way out of  the crowd and glared 

up at the woman, holding a knife.

“How dare you return after the pain you caused? And to subject this girl 

to more of  it is just sick,” the old woman hissed. The woman looked at her 

like a bug underneath her boot and shifted her eyes to me. 

“Do you want to know about your mother?”

“She doesn’t need-!”

“Yes!” I exclaim. Always the quiet child, my declaration certainly star-

tled the old woman into silence, “Yes… Yes, tell me. I’m an adult… I can 

handle it.” 

Truth is, I didn’t know if  I could. 

The woman smiled at me tightly and merely flicked her eyes at the old 

woman in triumph. She turned gracefully towards the woods and I hastened 

after her, ignoring calls of  protest. She took me beyond the familiar ring of  

torches used to ward off  spirits and into the surrounding foliage. Her feet 

made no sound, nor did she seem to breathe, as she guided me to a small 
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vantage point overlooking the village. After she curled her legs under where 

she sat and turned her face to me, all eyes, she spun the tale of  Roxanne…

Roxanne’s mother was a very plain woman with a very beautiful child. 

People used to whisper that the father must have been a god, for when com-

paring Roxanne in her mother’s arms, it was like dust shrouding a star. The 

whispers angered and embarrassed the woman, who slowly began to view 

Roxanne as the source of  her unhappiness. Not only had she lived in sin, 

she had given birth to an eternal punishment for her short-lived pleasure. 

Roxanne was too small and pretty to understand the growing prospects of  

her impending misfortune, so when her mother stole her from her bed one 

night, she paid no heed. The woman knew of  a witch who lived in a clearing 

called the Rim of  the Moon, and she believed in her dark talents. The witch 

told her that in exchange for her daughter’s beauty, her child must serve as 

the witch’s slave until the cold-hearted mother was no longer beautiful. The 

woman had hurriedly agreed and brought her daughter to the sorceress the 

very next night. 

The witch warned the woman that her daughter’s life would be full of  

sorrow and pain should her spell be performed, but the mother’s terrible 

envy blinded her to the future. The witch took the sleeping girl from her 

mother’s arms and placed her on a black slab of  granite, muttering incanta-

tions over her. The little girl slept on as her fingers turned to claws, her skin 

to black scales, her teeth to fangs, and her soft hair fell out. Her mother’s 

horror at this transformation was short-lived as her hair turned the color of  

rubies, her skin the softest milk, her eyes the color of  the sky, and her voice 

the song of  a siren. 

“I am even more beautiful than she!” the woman exclaimed, awakening 

her daughter, who was now a beast. 

The girl did not recognize her mother as she watched her run for the 

village, eager to flaunt her new, lovely self. The townspeople believed the 

woman had sacrificed her daughter to some devil to acquire her beauty, so 

she was banished, cursed to be unhappy whether she was beautiful or not. 
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This could not aid her poor monster-child, though, who was now bound in 

servitude to the witch for as long as her mother was beautiful.

“Such beauty as hers was forever, so Roxanne would never be free, just 

as her mother would never be free of  her sin,” the woman paused to tell me, 

her eyes far away. 

Roxanne became a guard for the sorceress, prowling the woods in eter-

nal despair, frightening off  anyone who came near. Some years passed, and 

exaggerated tales of  Roxanne’s ferocities spread far and wide. Many wanted 

to slay her, but Roxanne would hide in the trees and eluded them, gazing 

down curiously, wondering what she could have done to merit such hate. No 

one ever really saw her. 

Despite her lonely heart and fierce exterior, Roxanne’s soul was still as 

pure as that of  a child. She would spend many nights sitting in this very 

spot, gazing longingly over the village and wishing for companionship. I 

wondered how it was the woman could have known such things, but I dared 

not interrupt. 

It was on another one of  these long, dark nights that Roxanne’s eyes 

first beheld the village leader’s son. His kind eyes were two stars, his hair 

like charcoal, and he had a sweet smile and strong jaw. Fascinated, Roxanne 

observed him from her usual hiding place among the branches as he moved 

closer to the tree line.  He approached the sorceress’s house quickly, but she 

could not bring herself  to stop him, even though she knew the witch would 

punish her. Once there, he entered the shack, unafraid, announcing that his 

name was Cret and he needed to know the proper herbs to cure his little 

sister’s fever. Such bravery, such kindness; Roxanne loved him instantly. She 

watched as he searched for various plants, gathered what he needed, and re-

turned to the village. He didn’t look over his shoulder once. For a very long 

while after that, she watched him as he did everything.

Those long days and nights turned from endurable, to pleasant, to ev-

erything she looked forward to during the day. Roxanne was utterly con-

sumed by her unrequited love, and rightly so. He was charming, caring, 

always laughing and very, very handsome. She was content to love him in 
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secret as he grew up, and did so until he was a man. Cret inherited the village 

and took care of  his people justly. He was perfect, Roxanne thought.  

One summer night, Roxanne heard the familiar crunch of  his heavy 

footsteps and rushed happily to some higher perch to watch him lovingly. 

She faltered when a pair of  lighter, quicker footsteps followed. A woman 

entered the clearing with Cret, all legs and a smiling face, common as a 

daisy. But to Roxanne she was lovely, much more so than she. Curiously, 

the two seemed embarrassed to be in each other’s presence as they shuffled 

around, shooting glances at each other. When their lips did meet, it was with 

a passion unhindered, and Roxanne grew cold. She felt a primal hostility, 

completely foreign to her, flash and shudder through her body. She had felt 

it before when she smelled a wounded animal or sensed another beast like 

she was near, but nothing compared to this. She wondered at it until the two 

separated and the woman whispered “I love you.”

Roxanne roared and red filled her vision. Red like hate. Red like blood. 

What happened next even Roxanne wasn’t sure of, but when her human 

side regained control there was blood on the grass and Cret lay unconscious, 

but alone. Where was the girl? Roxanne thought, for she was still too inno-

cent to understand that her despair had fed the beast, and in turn the beast 

had fed on its victim.

Cret groaned, his eyes rolling open stupidly as he gazed at her in a daze. 

He didn’t look afraid, but amazed. He then saw the blood surrounding him 

and noticed the absence of  the girl. 

“I’m sorry! I’m so sorry!” She gasped, backing away from him.

“W-what? What do you have to be sorry for?” he asked, advancing on 

her. She backed away further and stumbled, falling into a pool of  blood. As 

she was picking herself  up, she saw a beautiful face in the reflection, and 

looked to see human legs spread out before her. She couldn’t have guessed 

what happened, but if  she truly was human now, Cret couldn’t know she 

was really the beast. 

“I-I heard a scream and I came running. The beast turned and spattered 

me with blood, but it seemed to be already… full,” she lied. It came too easy. 
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“She was… dead then?” he asked, less upset than he should have been. 

He stared at Roxanne in wonderment and lust.

“Y-yes.”

“Well,” he sighed gravely, still very much under her spell, “I at least am 

able to aid such a beautiful woman as you.” 

“But I am not--” the words caught in her throat. 

But she was. Cret hurriedly clasped her hand and lead her to the village. 

Where once the villagers cowered when her shadow swept past them, they 

now marveled at her silky silver hair, her violet-brown eyes and pale skin. 

Cret loved her instantly as he paraded her about the village, telling the tale 

of  her daring heroism in her attempt to save the girl; such was the incredible 

beauty of  Roxanne. She was glad of  his love, but mindful of  the girl who 

had perished that all had seemed to have forgotten.

Time passed quickly and happily for the two, who married and bore a 

beautiful girl with startlingly blue eyes and midnight tresses. Her name was 

Breeles; my name of  course. For a time, they were happy. Then one day, 

Roxanne was brushing her hair and found a scale. She hid the slow relapse 

from her family, letting her tears show only when her husband was away and 

her baby, she thought, was sleeping. The night when her teeth cut Cret as 

she kissed him, she knew a solution was needed. 

Roxanne crept into the dark when the moon was high, returning in des-

peration to her former captor. The witch refused aid, and just as before in 

the clearing, the animal fed. When Roxanne came to, neither a scale nor fang 

remained. She was beautiful, deadly, and determined to keep her origins a 

secret. It would take many lives to keep her young and beautiful forever, and 

she would sacrifice them all to keep her happy ending. She had been lonely 

and hated for too long to let anything stop her. Her ruby red lips smiled 

under the pale moon, and for the first time she tasted evil.

For the next two years, Roxanne systematically killed a wandering maid-

en, a visiting relative, or a bitter widow. These sudden disappearances were 

always blamed on the beast, which no one claimed to have seen for quite 

some time; a convenient scapegoat, nonetheless. Who would accuse the 
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sweet, lovely wife of  the esteemed Cret? Yet Roxanne never aged, never saw 

so much as a gray hair. Cret saw the lack of  change and knew something was 

off, but he ignored all his instincts, choosing instead to continue loving his 

beautiful, innocent wife. But with every prevented wrinkle, every merciless 

kill, her heart grew darker and soon she really was a monster.

“But nothing lasts forever. Ignorance may be bliss, but there is an expi-

ration date on every bad deed,” the woman whispered to me.

After one such slaughter, Roxanne returned home to find Cret and 

Breeles gone. She searched briefly, pausing at the sound of  a small muffled 

wail. As she spun towards it, pain exploded in her breast. A knife protruded 

from her glistening skin, wielded by her beloved. 

He had been suspicious when she had been gone too many nights in 

a row, and had followed her that night. He expected an affair, or other 

such crime of  passion, but the terrible transformation and kill that followed 

made him think back to a moonless night when he had found an impossibly 

beautiful woman covered in blood and thought nothing of  it. The spell was 

broken. He had rushed home to his daughter, hiding her as his beast-wife 

returned. His decision had been quick. 

“Why?” Roxanne sobbed, grasping at the knife even as her life poured 

out.

“You’re the beast! You lied to me and slaughtered countless women. 

You’re a monster!”

She growled, wheeling on him and bearing her now sharp teeth as the 

beast awakened within her.

“Didn’t you want a beautiful wife? Did you really want to know? Don’t 

tell me you didn’t notice how I never aged, how I was never quite human!” 

“I am seeing it now. And I will see you no more.”

Roxanne roared and charged, teeth and claws extended, no longer a 

woman, no longer human.

The woman paused and clasped my shoulders.
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“I had returned that night and snatched you away as your parents de-

stroyed each other. It is not a happy story… I am sorry,” she whispered, 

pausing before tears began to stream, “You look so much like her…”

I said nothing and watched as she stood and slowly disappeared into the 

trees, too in shock to hinder her. Questions swirled around my mind as the 

truth of  my origins settled in. Was I truly like her? Would I become a beast? 

I had wanted to know, or thought I did, but now that someone had finally 

told me what I so desired, I found that all knowledge comes with a price, 

and this one was my peace of  mind. I now knew what I was capable of.

It was not until I felt the sun rise against my back that I realized the 

beautiful woman had been my grandmother. 
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NONFICTION



ON CAFFÈ

KAYLA MOSES

A study on Italian breakfast, written by an American in Perugia.

In a culture of  food – one of  salumi and formaggi and the infamous pizze 

– breakfast is a lost cause. The notoriety of  Italian cuisine is in the end-

less plates of  pasta and the clinking of  wine glasses, not the morning cup 

of  joe. However, there is something to be said for Italian breakfast: it is 

an elaborate and deliberate dance, the steps known only to the native (or 

brave). Growing up on cereal and milk as a beginning to the day, sometimes 

biscuits and gravy (origins in the South, after all), the notion of  an Italian 

coffee bar is an unsolved mystery to me. The first meal of  the day seems like 

something to be consumed in the blue quiet of  an early kitchen, perhaps to 

the dim sounds of  a coffee machine or teapot. Here, it is all in the effort of  

la bella figura. One should be awake, moving, living in the morning, all to the 

tune of  a cappuccino and cornetto. 

Coffee bars exist at every crumbling crevice of  the city, and here in 

Perugia, I hear them early – turning cups over to dry, restocking the glass 

cases that sultrily brandish their wares. The bars are as necessary to the city 

as the morning bells of  the cathedral. The beauty is in their universality: in 

each, you will find two or three carabinieri, a handful of  businessmen, two or 

three teenagers (late for classes, ideally) and a mechanized flight of  bariste, 
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faces clouded behind the steam of  an espresso machine. The ritual is the 

same with slight variance; at some places, one points – questo cornetto – and 

pays in pocketed change. Others require a ticket for service, payment first, 

resulting in a tight-fisted arms race akin to a pastry stock market. Still others 

are simply in the vein of  that blue quiet, perhaps tucked in a sleepier area of  

town; there, you may order and munch along privately until you dab crumbs 

from your face. There’s no hurry.  

Regardless of  speed and payment and locale, there is one undeviating 

truth: the cappuccino. Here there is no Starbucks cardboard madness, no 99¢ 

truck stop coffee; there is only the frothy, bitter honesty of  a freshly brewed 

cup. It is delicate, almost feminine, with the ivy designs laced into its head. 

Even the size is diminutive – a white teacup, most certainly, paired with a 

saucer and the most elfin of  spoons. The coffee itself  lurks beneath the 

cream-capped froth, heady and nearly foresty in flavor. The smell is an ex-

tension of  its taste, woven and multi-layered as a tapestry. Bars have packets 

of  sugar at the ready, but I have never seen anyone add anything to their 

cup. The whole presentation is so artful, I fear alterations aside from inges-

tion could provoke offense. Sip lightly.

Coffee bars at dawn are telephone poles dotted with pigeons, everyone 

in their grey and black (why did no one tell me Italians only wear two col-

ors?), fluttering their cups to their mouths and swallowing in accord. The 

whole feat is accomplished standing up. My hypothesis is that the buttery 

marmalade cornetti are in caloric equivalence to this activity, and aided by 

the surge of  espresso. Certainly the urgency of  such a meal aids the consis-

tent Italian beauty. If  nothing else, to see such a breakfast, the napkin-held 

pastries from dawn (how they smell of  comfort!) and the delicate teacups 

steaming in voluptuous whorls, is to entirely enforce the Italian notion of  

food: sensuality first, sensuality second.   
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LIKE FATHER,  L IKE SON

TYLER CAMERON DAELEMANS

Shortly after my parents moved from Belgium to the States, they went to 

the local animal shelter and adopted a cat, completely unaware that she was 

pregnant. This of  course came as an unexpected surprise to them months 

later. Unable to take care of  the newborn litter and with no one they knew 

willing to adopt, my father brought the tiny, blind kittens into the backyard 

and put them down before they had any real chance at life. 

When I first heard the story from my parents, it truly shocked me and 

painted my father in a new sort of  light. Never before had I encountered 

such a vivid image of  my father as a remorseless figure, cold and indifferent 

to his actions. In some ways, this story reminded me of  my own relationship 

with my father, a relationship often plagued with apathy and a harshness my 

father seemed to exhibit towards me in my formative years. 

Of  the earliest memories of  my father, one in particular sets our chain 

of  events into motion. One day, he came home declaring he was fired from 

work before retreating to the bedroom and descending into a coma from 

which his old self  never returned. My younger brother and I were far too 

young and naïve to understand what was occurring, but my father had de-

scended into a deep depression and spent the next several days in bed, un-

willing or perhaps unable to pull himself  out of  his melancholy. When his 

condition grew in severity and my mother began to grow extremely worried, 
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she brought him to a psychiatrist who suggested that my father had suc-

cumbed to a severe version of  Bipolar Disorder.

It’s something I really should’ve seen throughout my youth. Being bipo-

lar implies an unstable relationship between states of  depression and mania, 

which in hindsight was pretty much the roller coaster of  my upbringing in a 

nutshell. But as a child, I didn’t see him as someone sick or broken. My fa-

ther wasn’t someone severely different or foreign to me—he was my father 

through and through. 

Looking back, it’s somewhat embarrassing how oblivious I was to my 

father’s condition. I remember once during one of  his manic episodes, he 

took the seven-year-old version of  myself  to the local Target and let me buy 

whatever I wanted. When we were done we had a shopping cart full of  what 

was essentially junk; but my father in his manic state had little control over 

what he was doing. Returning home, we were met with frustration by my 

mother, who couldn’t believe that he had spent so much money on things 

we couldn’t afford. In some ways, I felt like I was at fault for my father’s 

condition—it was me who turned him into an out-of-control spender that 

night, him acting like a teenage girl with her first credit card.

Over the years, my father succumbed to migraines and violent mood 

swings. As his psychiatrist began to add more and more medicines to his 

antidepressant cocktail, he grew increasingly emotionally distant. When I 

would come home dumped by a girlfriend, or frustrated by my teachers in 

school, he would largely ignore me and tell me to deal with it.

His moods could often go out-of-control for the smallest reasons as 

well. At one point I made a sarcastic joke about how I wished I could drive 

a Ford Mustang to school like the other kids in my affluent, white subur-

ban school district. My father did not laugh at this; instead he returned his 

amusement by kicking me out of  the house for the rest of  the evening and 

refusing to speak to me for the remainder of  the week. We spent our days 

in avoidance of  each other. I would slip out of  the house before he would 

leave for work and in the evenings would return to my room and eat alone. 

I was not invited to eat dinner with the family. Even after multiple apologies 
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for what I saw as a joke, my father rejected any of  my requests for conversa-

tion or negotiation with silence. He treated my mom and my brother all the 

same, but when it came to me, it was as if  I did not exist. It was a trend I 

had grown used to over the years.

Years later, when I started experiencing my own melancholy, I so des-

perately wanted to use my emotional state as a way to connect with my 

father. Prior to this, it had taken him years to even acknowledge that I could 

possibly be like him at all. He refused to allow me to see a therapist until my 

final years of  high school. The word “depression” held a taboo status in our 

household, so when I first “came out” as depressed to my father, he was not 

pleased. He blamed it on hormones and insisted that I did not understand 

what depression really was. It was only after a breakdown and letter from 

a teacher at my school that my father finally allowed me to see a counselor. 

But even after his begrudged acknowledgment, my father never really saw 

me as a person like him. I was the pretender to his throne, and thus his cold 

demeanor continued largely unchanged throughout the remainder of  my 

high school years. 

 When I arrived at college, things took a turn for the worse—the 

extreme worse. Since arriving at college, my depression had taken a nose-

dive and developed into something very real. Of  course it was no help that 

I was taking a course on Hamlet, which anyone familiar with Shakespeare 

should know concerns Hamlet’s own personal fascination with death and 

a famous soliloquy on whether a life of  suffering and unhappiness is truly 

worth living. In those cold October nights, I became increasingly melan-

choly and depressed. I began to cut class and lie all day in bed in tears. I felt 

as if  I would never be happy. I had watched my Dad’s perpetual misery for 

years, so I knew my only destiny was to emulate the chronically despondent 

state my father had been living with for years. If  there’s such a thing as a 

“coming-of-age” ceremony to become a fully-fledged victim of  depression, 

I experienced it in the cold, late days of  October. It was as if  the chilly 

autumn air had entered my entire being and left me permanently cold and 

despondent. On October 31st, while the rest of  my friends were busy with 
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Halloween festivities, I was locked in my room, in the inescapable throngs 

of  depression. I rejected all invitations of  parties, or any means of  escape. I 

was resigned to my fate: I was almost certain I was going to commit suicide 

that night. The bottle of  pills was right there. It was only the thought of  

what Hamlet calls the “undiscover’d country from whose bourn no traveller 

returns” that kept me alive that night. Like the Danish prince before me, I 

was afraid to die. I made a call to my Dad at four in the morning. He wanted 

nothing to do with me. He was too tired to deal with it, asking me, “Doesn’t 

your therapist take care of  that stuff ?” My Mom was more receptive, and 

I made it through the night. But that night was the beginning of  my own 

personal metamorphosis—a change, a shift in my identity.

 So when my parents declared they were coming down to visit me one 

weekend, both parties, though silent about it, knew they were here to ensure 

that I wasn’t going to do something drastic while I was alone at college. On 

the night of  the final evening of  their visit, my parents took me out to eat 

at a restaurant. We had left the car in a nearby above-ground parking garage. 

When our meal was finished, my father made the offer to pick up the car so 

that my mother wouldn’t have to walk an extended distance after her recent 

hip surgery. I offered to accompany my father to the garage due to his unfa-

miliarity with the streets of  Austin. Maybe it was fate that I had decided to 

go with my Dad that night instead of  waiting on the bench with my mother 

because the event that followed was certainly the closest I felt to my father 

in my entire life, and has not been surpassed since.

Although our walk was silent, I remember vividly arriving at the parking 

garage, and how he thought he was parked on the 4th floor, but it was actu-

ally the 3rd. I remember the Longhorn decal they had placed on the back 

of  the car, in hopes that somehow my parents would somehow subtly hint 

their pride in me. But most of  all, I remember getting into the car and him 

not turning the key like I anticipated. I didn’t know it at the time, but it was 

the moment I had been deeply anticipating.

 “You know, I know what you’re going through. The unhappiness. 

The frustration.” He handed me a bottle of  pills that I correctly discerned 
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to be antidepressants. “This is what I took when I started to feel what you 

did. It’s the only thing that’s ever worked for depression for me. Obviously, 

I’m on much heavier stuff  now,” he told me, maybe a little bit ashamed, 

maybe not. 

“What if…I don’t want to take it?” I asked him, hesitating.

“It’s up to you. The option is there though.” He responded, knowing 

that this question would come up—a testament to my transparent indeci-

siveness (he had been paying attention during my youth after all, it seemed).

We sat in that blue SUV under the dim lights of  the parking garage for 

about 5 minutes. It was a moment I wished could have been longer, but 

as time is wont to do, it was cut short, as we had to return to the bench to 

reunite with my mother. That night though, in his eyes, I could see a bit of  

myself. He was I, and I was he—whether it was through our blood, those 

random pairings of  cytosine and guanine in our DNA, or our own mutual 

suffering—we were, on some level, similar.

After my parents’ departure, I spent a long time with that bottle of  an-

tidepressants, mulling it over, deciding whether it was something I wanted 

to do. Staring through that orange-ish bottle, the only barrier between me 

and those yellow-and-blue sixty-milligram pills. At my very core, I felt that 

taking those pills would make me into my father: some coldhearted monster 

devoid of  empathy and emotion. His icy indifference and my warm eccen-

tricities were the only things that made us truly different in my eyes. I didn’t 

want to give that up. I felt as if  taking the pill was some magic transforma-

tive substance that would cause me to fundamentally change as a person. 

Somehow, those norepinephrine-filled capsules were supposed to fill the 

emptiness that persisted inside me. That was the point technically—they 

were supposed to make me happy, which was a pro. Of  course, there was 

the con: In the deepest depths of  my soul, every aspect of  my being didn’t 

want to become my father. 

Whether out of  resignation or desperation I admittedly don’t remem-

ber, but I eventually succumbed after two weeks to at least give it a shot. In 

some senses, I was right on both ends. I was, on the whole, happier than 
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I was before. Things weren’t perfect, but things had drastically improved. 

Likewise, on some level I did change, but I did retain my own sense of  per-

sonal identity. I did not release my firm grip on empathy and emotion that 

I feared I would lose to those chemical-filled capsules. On the other hand, 

I did become my father in a sense of  the word: We were both mentally ill, 

chronically depressed individuals; we had both been to Hell and survived. 

These were things I could not change, no more than I could change my par-

entage, but that was something I perhaps would have to accept.

Things returned to normal soon enough, and by normal I mean my 

father returned to his old, often emotionally absent self. Our conversations 

remained pretty much the same as they had before: 

“Well, if  you’re not happy with the grade you’re getting, just do what the 

Professor wants and stop being such a damn overachiever. Maybe he’s right, 

and you should write differently.” 

He was as eloquent as he had always been, and I dodged his calls as of-

ten as I could. When I called home, I primarily talked to my Mom and let my 

father be. When I came home, I avoided him, making to take out the trash 

without being asked and not making any jokes I thought would be funny. 

When we talked, we talked about our non-taboo pre-approved topics: our 

mutual bonds over literature and politics.

All in all, it leaves me with an interesting conundrum: Was he a bad 

father? The fact that I even phrase the question in that manner seems sig-

nificant in its own way. I can’t help but talk about him in the past tense at 

times, because he seems long gone. Nearly two years into college, I’ve barely 

spoken to him since I left home. The question is a difficult one. In my heart, 

I don’t think he was a bad father. I think most male parents on some level 

struggle with connection to their children. Maybe for many fathers it’s some 

machismo bullshit that prevents them from being sensitive, but in the case 

of  my Dad it was different. I don’t know if  he was just scared of  me being 

like him or if  it was something else; but I think in his mind he saw himself  

as a monster of  some sort, and he didn’t want the same fate to befall me. 

I wonder if  he felt at fault—like I did that night in the Target. Did he feel 
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like Dr. Frankenstein (a monster in his own right), the famed creator of  a 

horrendous creature that he had unleashed upon the world, plagued by a 

constant sense of  guilt and regret? I’ve read that other severely depressed 

people vow not to have children in order to never subject their potential 

offspring to the same pain they experienced. Was that what he was feeling 

in those moments of  emotional distance?

In hindsight, when I look back to the story of  those kittens, so innocent 

and young, not even a week out of  the womb, I don’t know if  my father 

was the cold, heartless monster I once thought he was. Maybe he just knew 

something I didn’t back then; after all, it has been five long years since the 

day he told me that story. Maybe he didn’t do it out of  malevolence, but out 

of  some wizened sense of  mercy that came that came from his years of   

experience. Maybe he saw the lives those kittens would have had: starving, 

suffering and living an existence devoid of  happiness. Maybe he didn’t want 

them to have to go through what he had. Maybe he wasn’t the cold, indif-

ferent soul I had thought he was. And maybe, just maybe, my Dad really did 

care after all.
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JUMPSUITS IN XS

MARY PERKINS

I was already a hardened criminal before I got to second grade. Not only 

that, but I was an offender of  the highest degree—capital murder. However, 

my criminal notoriety doesn’t live up to all that, because it wasn’t actually 

intentional—just an accidental homicide. Hold the judgments of  animal 

cruelty, please, because how was a six year old really supposed to know that 

a duck couldn’t swim in sand? 

At the time, I was in the full glory of  my innocence, just setting out 

to explore the wonders of  the world. After months of  my cooing over the 

little, yellow fuzzies at the feed store, my mother had finally given in to 

my demands for a pet duck. With my inner child genius, I dubbed my pet 

“Boatboom” and we were to be best friends for life—a mere four months. 

I remember fond mornings when my mom would place Boatboom near 

my head as I slept. The duck would begin nipping at my ears and quacking 

incessantly to rouse me from my dreams of  colorful ponies and Scooby 

Doo—I confess to having a childhood weakness for Lisa Frank art and 

Freddie’s ascot—and begin our day of  blissful recreation. Our preferred 

location of  entertainment was a sandbox shaped like a boat. Its hull was a 

pristine shade of  Sonic-the-Hedgehog-blue. My superior intellect enabled 

me to imagine that Boatboom and I were voyaging across the seven seas of  

the backyard, battling sea monsters—our ferocious weenie dog Ace—and 
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rescuing damsels in distress—my toddler sister Anna. Other neighborhood 

children attempted to join in, but they simply couldn’t abide by my straight-

forward policy: As writer/director/producer of  these epic adventures, I had 

the final say.

“Can I be the princess?” asked the various kids my sweet mother hoped 

I would befriend.

“No you hafta be the monster,” I’d say. “Who else will try to stop me 

from rescuing prince Boatboom?” 

It usually just ended up being Boatboom and me.

One particular day, I was on a mission. You know how you may be shav-

ing your legs in the shower and for the briefest moment, you are tempted 

to see what you would look like if  you “accidentally” shaved off  one of  

your eyebrows? But your well-groomed maturity keeps you from following 

through, and it just becomes a “What-If ” afterthought. Well, that’s how I 

decided to test my hypothesis that ducks could swim in sand. Without any 

adult wisdom to stop me, I thought it was a brilliant theory and embarked 

on my experiment. 

The sandbox that Boatboom and I spent many perfect afternoons play-

ing in would serve as my laboratory. After scooping out a duckling-sized 

hole, I cradled Boatboom in my hands and lowered him in, smiling down 

at his quacking form. When I had finished moving the sand back, there was 

only a small mound of  sand in place of  Boatboom.

I was so certain that my plan was going to work that I didn’t notice how 

much time was passing. I just kept waiting for that fuzzy, yellow head to pop 

up to the surface. A couple of  minutes passed by and my excitement started 

to wane. I decided I needed to check on Boatboom. Maybe he needed a pep 

talk.

When I had dug deep enough, I peered inside the hole. There at the 

bottom lay a small, yellow body, dirty with specks of  sand. Clearly he wasn’t 

as excited as I was about swimming in sand, because he wasn’t moving or 

quacking. 

“Boatboom? Why ya not swim for me?”
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Still no movement or sound, so I figured he wanted to do something 

else. But when I picked Boatboom up, I could feel something was wrong. 

Cupping his body in my hands, I ran inside to my mom. My only thought 

was that if  anyone could fix anything, Mom could—the Super-Mom in-

stinct. But when I looked into her grey eyes, I knew there was nothing that 

could be done. I had murdered my god damn duck.

There was a small funeral the next day, with only close relatives allowed, 

namely my mother and I. After putting the poor creature properly to rest, 

my mother encouraged me to access my inner artist-genius and make a cross 

with a nice epitaph. I wrote, “Here sleeps Boatboom. Poor swimmer, but good 

friend.”

My mourning period was surprisingly short. I think that had to do more 

with the new bunny my mother surprised me with a month later than my 

own feelings of  grief. Afterwards, Boatboom didn’t often cross my mind, 

until one particular evening in the prime of  my twelve-year-old adolescence.

It was the first night Anna and I ever snuck out of  the house post cur-

few. We took every precaution, including the use of  old dolls with similar 

hair shades to tuck under our bed sheets. We even selected the farthest 

window from the parental bedroom to sneak out of, making sure to leave 

it open at a small, inconspicuous level. We never had any particular plan in 

mind once we were clear—just the pure rebellion was satisfaction enough. 

We only meant to sit around at the park and chat under the stars for a few 

hours, maybe put on a puckish show of  Truth or Dare with the friends that 

met us there; however, plans changed when we saw a car pull up to a stop 

nearby. Everybody’s instincts tensed up, especially once we realized it was a 

black and white. 

“We gotta run! Come on guys, let’s g--!” My sister grabbed me by my 

arm, starting to pull me up to escape the certain death sentence of  phoning 

our parents.

“You idiot, why would we run from the police?! Sit down!” I interrupted 

her and brought her crashing back to the ground.
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The policeman walked over, his flashlight bright enough to make an 

old, blind prophet flinch. As he got close enough for me to see his donut-

crusted stubble, my mind started to race with alarm through everything 

I’d ever done that would qualify me for Santa’s naughty list. An image of  a 

small, yellow body lying motionless in a sandy grave came to mind. My panic 

latched onto that image and went from there—me being forcibly rough-

housed onto the hood of  the police car with the cop’s slight belly squeezing 

the air out of  my lungs as I acknowledged my rights; me being driven away, 

squad lights flashing, my mother left behind in the street crying into my 

father’s stoic shoulder; me being led into a starched court room, dressed in 

an orange jumpsuit, sized XS.

“Has the jury reached a verdict?”

“Yes, your Honor, the evidence is overwhelming. The defendant acted 

knowingly and intentionally to murder her pet duck. The defendant is guilty 

as charged.”

—clack clack!—

“As a homicide of  the highest degree, I hereby sentence you to be 

banned from owning a pet duck for life. Furthermore, she must write an 

apology letter to Boatboom’s family, if  they can be found, and receive a 

year’s worth of  grounding. No more socializing with friends, playing the 

Nintendo 64, and attending movies at the local theater.”

Before my panic could escalate, the policeman’s slightly Hispanic-ac-

cented voice of  gravelly authority interrupted my thoughts. “You kids know 

you can’t be out here after hours? Park’s closed.” 

“Yessir.” I don’t know who was brave enough to respond, but that was 

the extent of  our bravery under the policeman’s towering glare.

“Well, clear on out of  here and get on home before I decide to call your 

parents.”

A collective sigh of  liberation could be heard in everybody’s thoughts. 

Anna and I made our way home, laughing—almost hysteric with relief—at 

how close it had been; our first real encounter with the law, and we had got-

ten off  with nary a spanking. As we climbed back through the window, we 
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half-joked about going out on a school night next time. Already, we were a 

regular pair of  wily outlaws in the making. 

That weekend, I was summoned to fulfill my teenage duty of  baby-sit-

ting the delightful children of  our dear next-door neighbor Mrs. Bradley—

Julie, aged 8, and Parker, 6. To my disappointment, they were too hyped up 

to watch the peaceful entertainment I had brought along—Beauty and the 

Beast, my childhood favorite. Instead, they were fascinated by the yo-yo their 

father had given to them and were trying to unlock all its tricks. Apparently, 

they had been well trained not to argue with each other, so instead of  using 

actual words, they resorted to grunting their impatience at sharing.

“Uunnnnnnnnnhhhhh!” (Roughly translated to “My turn now!!!!!”)

“Unnn Unnnhhhhh!” (“No! Not yet!”)

“UNNNHHH!!!” (“YES!! NOW!!”)

“UNNNNNHHHHH!!!” (“NO!!!”)

I tuned out the animal-like conversation, choosing to focus on filing my 

nails, until I heard a whack!, and then the wailing began.

“Parker hit me!!!” The tears were running down Julie’s face as the two 

rushed over to where I lounged.

“Nuh-uhh!! Did not!” Parker managed to crack a few tears too, the yo-

yo suspiciously hanging limp in his hands.

“No, he’s lying! He—” Julie’s words started coming out in quick huffs 

between tears. Parker would have to step his game up. “—was swinging 

(huff) the yo-yo (huff, huff) and hit me in the head (huff, sniffle, huff).”

Without the essential maternal training, I was at a loss as to how to 

handle the situation, so I sent them both to watch Beauty and the Beast as a 

timeout. The problem wasn’t solved, but what else was I supposed to do? 

A tiny, yellow head reared its beak in my thoughts, calling to mind a realiza-

tion—this was assault. It’s not capital murder, but assault by yo-yo had to 

be a felony of  some degree. Maybe I should notify the police. Don’t psy-

chological studies and murder mysteries say that abusive personalities start 

young? Realizing the ridiculous direction of  my thoughts, I dismissed them 

with a chuckle and, two hours later, collected my well-deserved $50.
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But as surely as I put those thoughts out of  mind, I started noticing 

other acts of  misfeasance amid tots and tykes everywhere. At a Thanksgiv-

ing family reunion, I noticed my little niece letting the dog lick the spoon 

and then, to my horror, proceeded to put it back into the batter. I had no 

desire to share Grandma’s brownies with the bird dog Nibbles, but Miss 

Emily Grace appeared quite blasé. My alarmed thoughts quacked, “Appre-

hend her! Attempted murder by poison!” Was this an implicit manifestation 

of  criminal behavior among humans under the age of  13?

A short week later, I was helping my best friend Hannah get groceries 

with her mother and her little sister Phoebe. While her mother ambled be-

hind us with the buggy, Hannah and I raced down aisles to get all the items 

on her mother’s list, leaving Phoebe struggling to keep up. We all wanted the 

prize—a candy bar for the one who picked up the most groceries. With her 

longer legs, Hannah managed to snag the last avocado before Phoebe and 

I got there, securing her victory and leaving Phoebe and me to pout. When 

we got to the checkout line, I noticed Phoebe was missing, so Hannah and 

I started searching around. We found her in an empty check out lane with 

a Reese’s Cups package open and chocolate smeared on her lips. A grain of  

indignation trickled into my thoughts, and I almost announced an accusa-

tion of  thievery to the rest of  the store. Was it a rite of  passage among the 

youngsters to satisfy the curious urge of  misbehavior? Child innocence ap-

peared to be as dead as chivalry.

My mother confirmed my fears soon after. Not only was the delinquent 

nature innate in these dimpled darlings, but also hereditary. My mother has 

five older sisters. (Imagine the collective menstruation-hell that they put 

their parents through.) They always tried to coordinate reunions in conjunc-

tion with birthdays, so in January we made the trek to Houston to celebrate 

the eldest sister’s birthday. Aunt JoAnn was 21 years older than my mom 

and therefore burning her way through 65 candles, yet  she still drove a baby 

blue convertible. Amid the celebratory merriment and the wine-loosened 

lips, scandalous stories began to slip out.
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“I didn’t know it would burn my damn scalp off !” JoAnn winced at the 

memory and then giggled along with the rest of  her sisters

“Maybe you’ll think twice before buying into that bullcrap about jala-

peño juice making your hair grow,” my mother said to JoAnn, laughing next 

to me while I focused on folding and refolding my napkin.

 “Ha and what about you, Ruth? Care to remind us all about Beaky?” I 

looked up at my Aunt JoAnn and then to my mother. What poor creature 

had to suffer the name “Beaky?”

“Oh, come on, you know that was one of  your faults, not mine!”

“Well, it wouldn’t have happened if  you hadn’t left your duck sitting by 

an open dryer!”

“So, it’s my fault then that Beaky got shut in the dryer? I’d just left him 

there to dry off !”

“Probably shouldn’t have wandered off, else he wouldn’t have wandered 

in.”

“And you should’ve thought to look inside before you closed the lid!”

Mouth open in horror, I stared at my mother, while the two sisters’ 

intoxicated gaiety slowly deteriorated into typical familial bickering. In my 

mind, I could see this Beaky, wet from a playful swim I suppose, waddling 

towards the warm air blowing out of  the nearby dryer, webbed feet slapping 

the white metal, only to fall in and be beaten to death on the tumble cycle. I 

closed my eyes and sighed, seeing a mound of  sand and knowing the truth. 

I had a whole damn ancestry of  duck murderers.

Now, I felt like the evidence was clear—no child was innocent. De-

spite the façade of  innocence, there must be predisposition toward mis-

chief  among these tiny offenders. The starving romantic that painted the 

first rosy-cheeked cherub must not have known the true identity hidden 

beneath the halos he had bestowed upon evil urchins everywhere. The sham 

was so obvious, it was a wonder no one else knew. Or maybe the world al-

ready knew, and I was the sole, blissfully ignorant person left. There simply 

couldn’t be any way that, for so long, children have been evading the prin-

ciples of  law so lauded in the American justice system. Maybe that’s why 
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children’s dainty toes and grubby fingers are plastered everywhere, whether 

it’s family Christmas cards or Angel Soft commercials. We just don’t give a 

damn.

But I suppose it’s a necessary façade. Otherwise, society might collapse. 

Nannies would be the first to go. The baby-sitting business wouldn’t be able 

to survive the substantial loss of  customers to parole officers taking over 

the responsibility of  child criminals. And then imprisoning a majority of  the 

child population would pose many political and ethical problems. There are 

already the problems of  overcrowding, racial discrimination, expensive op-

erations, effectiveness as a correctional facility, and the ethicality of  chosen 

punishments.  The children could no longer go unpunished, but throwing 

them into this clusterfuck would add to the conundrum. The good thing is 

we could probably just shuffle our education system around to accommo-

date the needed changes. Schools could use more funding, so why not just 

send all the good kids to one school and the criminals to a “jail” school? It’s 

not like we don’t already think of  the classroom as a prison of  homework 

and monotonous lectures. Oh, and don’t worry about the toilet paper ads or 

the Christmas cards. Angelic blonde curls and adorable tiny fingers would 

get proper replacements from the department of  cuddly creatures. The pre-

cious sound of  whiskered mewing and the endearing sight of  wagging tails 

would be a better picture of  innocence. I suppose the argument could be 

made that these lovable mammals are as innocent as the suspicious carpet 

stain underneath the china cabinet. After all, if  we’ve advanced our system 

of  justice to include all sects of  society, shouldn’t that include the furry ones 

too? But let’s be frank—that would just be fucking absurd.
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YIPPIE-K I -OH

FORREST LYBRAND

I see a man; he is a man made up of  knobby briar pipes.  He is a grey-headed 

man from the day I met him, his hair sprinkled with the ash of  his pipes.  He 

is a southern gentleman, he is a rolling voice that barks laughter and tremors 

the room and his own throat.  He is a man made up of  fishing lines and a 

pontoon boat, great steel pillars trudging through green lake waters and car-

rying a tent under which we brown children huddle and doze.  He is tall and 

strong, his spine shortens as mine lengthens, yet he still overtakes me.  He 

is a pair of  sunglasses helming a sleek hot rod from the fifties, waxed and 

rumbling around the muggy avenues of  Montgomery, Alabama.

Donald White, a colonel in the Alabama National Guard, a grandfather, 

Granddaddy.  I knew him always, every year, sometimes twice a year, until a 

month ago, when he left us all.  He wore white sweaters and watched tennis 

on our television when we would purchase cable for the summer if  he and 

Granny visited.  

He was the crack of  crab shells, the split of  horned-claws, and the 

sweet drippings of  butter and plume-like meat betwixt crackers.  He was my 

reader before I could write, when my books were poor doodles on unfolded 

church bulletins.  

• • •
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Granddaddy was a cocktail of  rum and wine.  There was sailor in him, an-

gler blood.  There was aged smoke in his nostrils.

• • •

I remember him first in the house where my mom grew up.  We were in 

Alabama, where both of  my parents grew up, miles away from my desert 

home in Texas.  In Granddaddy’s house, it seemed that the walls were nar-

row, at closing angles like a wooden teepee, with a room that felt cramped 

to me even as a four-year-old.  Granddaddy sits in his pompous, turquoise 

chair, with a mechanical leg-rest that disappears when he stands up.  But he 

mostly sits, he laughs, his voice breaking out of  a barrel; he smokes, every-

thing smells like glorious smoke, fruit set to peel and shrivel and paint the 

room with crisp spirit.  The room itself  was, to me, an endless burning bowl 

of  tobacco.  There was a nursery, a small room off  in the dark hallway, with 

toys in it that I’m not sure were ever really there, or if  I dreamed them. But 

there were books.  Granddaddy had many books all on the walls—Rudyard 

Kipling and Victor Hugo and Kenneth Grahame.  He loved The Wind in 

the Willows most of  all, loved Ratty and his “messing about in boats.”  He 

knew a great many poems, or fragments of  poems, and loved to speak of  

adventure as if  he had shared in it.  Perhaps he had. I personally never got 

many stories from him, but he always gave me the idea that he had been in 

wild places and had taken in a great many fish while messing about in boats.  

To me at that age, he ruled the South, and the Gulf, and the fish, and 

he smoked and read smaller stories to us children—maybe only a few times, 

not very often, but I’m sure that he read to us some.  The house felt small, 

even to me, but the yard felt big, with walls of  hedges and brittle stumps, 

and stiff  iron furniture and a sprinkler to jump over in the front lawn.  

Granddaddy sat inside and smoked.  

• • •
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We have a home video of  a time he and Granny visited our brick house in 

Midland, Texas, where I’m wrapped up in a red Sunday sweater, my hair 

a perfect bowl of  speckled blonde hair.  I’m no taller than his knee.  He 

beckons me to huff  and puff  and I blow him down, too many times, till he 

laughs in a high fatigue, a break from his pounding voice, too many times to 

play the game with a little egoist, cute and stupid as I was.  We were getting 

ready to have our picture taken on a bench on the side of  the house.

• • •  

“Put up your dukes,” he would tell me, all through my childhood.  He would 

brush at his nose with his thumb and raise his browning fists.  I’d laugh. I 

don’t think I raised my fists often, because I knew my chances. 

• • • 

 

I always saw him as a reader, because that was the connection we had.  He 

would read my stories when I would send or show them to him.  My brother 

Tripp was somewhat the favorite, and I say that with no jealousy.  He always 

had some sort of  bond with Granddaddy that the rest of  us did not. They 

had a grand adventure planned between them to go out on one day, with 

all the provisions and destinations predetermined.  Even in his last years, 

he spoke to Tripp more than he did with us others, with more interest.  But 

nothing interested him more than the television—tennis, Jeopardy!, and so 

on held his attention.  I have heard that years ago, he was deeply invested 

in watching Soap Operas, which surprises me because I don’t know a single 

person who keeps up with those.  That’s not to say there aren’t people who 

are devoted fans, because Granddaddy used to be one of  them.  We watched 

a biopic about Henry Ford together once.  I was young and bored, but I, 

too, was caught in the magnetism of  moving images.  It’s no unique condi-

tion to give up hours of  one’s time lying limp in front of  a television.  We all 

felt ignored by him, but we didn’t do much to get attention.  
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• • •

The first time I ever saw a bottle of  wine was when they visited in my child-

hood.  I don’t know how old I was, but I remember them carrying in several 

bottles of  dark glass and variegated alcohol.  The bottles were set in a basket 

on top of  the refrigerator.  

• • •

Now, while Granddaddy was faithful to reading about the adventures of  

my stick-figures and mangled creatures while I was boy, I believe he became 

genuinely impressed with my storytelling and written style when I was a 

teenager, and rightly so, because it was then that I began producing quality, 

rather than familial charm.  He enjoyed my poetry and short stories because 

they were finally good.  

• • •

One year at Gulf  Shores there was a bounty of  fish schools passing by our 

beach almost every day: Spanish mackerels, mullets, and famously, ladyfish.  

We had caught more ladyfish than anything else, and since they tasted rot-

ten, we diced them up and laid them in our crab traps in the lagoon.  Grand-

daddy related to us knowingly, “Do you know why they’re called ladyfish?  

They’re just like a lady; they’re beautiful, and you spend a lot of  time trying 

to catch one, but when you do, you don’t know what the hell to do with it.” 

We’ve loved that observation ever since.  

• • •

There was a time he and his brother-in-law took their boat straight from 

Florida to Cuba, just for a quick visit. 
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• • •

And then, there was that disconnect from childhood security to adult aware-

ness. I certainly felt it.  Where I once was a kid—not concerned about much, 

not focused on much, and, above all things, taking no notice of  Granddaddy 

as anyone but good Granddaddy—I got to be an age, eleven or twelve, 

when I realized Granddaddy was not much more than a kindly acquain-

tance I had.  Sure, I would not have existed without that man; his blood 

(and color-blindness) was a part of  me, but he became someone I was not 

comfortable with.  Part of  this was my own growing shyness at that age, a 

self-obsessed boy afraid of  evaluation. But there is a specific time I recall 

noticing the change in the way I saw Granddaddy, and it was no crime of  

his or mine, simply an occurrence.  We were riding on the pontoon boat that 

we had been passengers of  for so many years, roaming around Lake Martin, 

and Granddaddy was riding with us, and I was singing, “Yippie-ki-oh-ki-ay” 

with a brother, and Granddaddy rumbled after us “get along little doggies.”  

I looked away from him, afraid to see his eyes. I sang Yippie-ki-oh again, 

and he finished with telling those doggies to get, joining in with us for fun.  

I felt like a stranger had found me and was pretending we were friends.  

Again, this was no fault of  my grandfather’s. It was simply a time I noticed 

the way things were.  We lived in Texas, he lived in Alabama.  We saw him 

once or twice a year.  He loved us, I loved him, but we were hardly friends.  

• • •

In fairness, I am similar to him this way.  On birthdays and Christmases, 

when we passed his voice around on the phone to each child, my mother al-

ways warned, “He won’t want to talk long,” so that I wouldn’t be disappoint-

ed.  Always shy and strange to him, I was relieved—I didn’t want to talk long 

either.  He had television to watch, or a magazine to browse through, and 

I had toys or stories to attend to.  I got from him what I invested in him. I 

could have invested more, but I was young, and afraid, and detached.
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• • •

The shame of  it all is that I saw him a month before he died.  We were all 

visiting Granny and him on our way to Lake Martin for our annual Alabam-

an vacation.  Tripp wasn’t with us, having married and moved, and I found 

Granddaddy speaking to me more directly, asking about a book he had rec-

ommended, and I told him I had read a chapter or so and that the author 

was good. More mature and less hesitant, I found myself  speaking up more, 

enjoying his jokes more, and though he was coughing and tangling with an 

oxygen tank, he was entertaining and interacting.  I felt that maybe, maybe 

at last I could have more with this man; more conversation, more sentiment.  

I was finally grown up enough to shirk insecurity and cast more bread 

upon this water, to be more than simply a nervous grandson who mailed 

short stories and poetry from three states away.  And he liked my writing.  I 

do not repeat that for my ego’s sake, but because it brings hot tears to my 

eyes, and causes my stomach to swim; Granddaddy liked my writing, and 

that was something after all.  

I wanted more, but God took him a month later. 

Dad noticed the way Granddaddy talked during our last visit; he point-

ed out his ominous phrasing, how he didn’t want to be treated if  cancer 

returned for him, though he had beaten it before.  He was ready to go.  

Though he joked that he had always been a rebel, that maybe hell was the 

place for him, he was a homebody and a dreamer, and I never saw a hint of  

rebellion in him beyond the normal amount in all humans.  I cannot hon-

estly say that I know if  his faith in God and the Savior was sincere, since he 

never talked about it, but I do believe he is in Heaven now, as any grandson 

would.  I only heard about his faith second-hand, and I’ll take that in hope.

• • •

Just before we left their house on that last visit (though Mom would see 

them several times more during vacation), my brother Holmes and I stayed 
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behind, and Granddaddy told us to hug him.  He stayed seated, and I felt 

ribs and scapulas more when hugging him than ever before.  He kissed my 

forehead, as he had for the past 22 years, and told us he really loved us.  

We told him we truly loved him.  He told me how much he liked a specific 

poem of  mine and laughed.  He requested I record a poem he had always 

liked—“Lepanto” by G. K. Chesterton—as he knew I had a good reading 

voice.  When I got back to Texas, in the midst of  packing up to head back to 

Austin before the semester began, I sat down and recorded “Lepanto” and 

burned it to a CD for my mom to mail to him.  I understood why he liked 

it—that sense of  conquest and adventure, and age.  It was like him.  I am 

relieved that I took care of  this before I went back to school.  I am a great 

procrastinator, and yet I felt no temptation to put this one gift off. 

Mom called me and told me he loved it, that it meant a lot to him.  She 

emphasized how appreciative he sounded.  He said he was in awe that I had 

recorded it and had bragged about it to my uncle and cousin to the point 

that they wanted to listen to it as well.  I was glad I had done a thing he 

enjoyed.  

A week later Mom called me and told me he had died in the night. 

• • • 

Granddaddy will be that voice, one that could have thundered and bullied in 

its deep, terrific burr, but was kindly, as he was.  He was a tall bull, smoking 

from briar coliseums and drinking Daniels and Hemingway, all manner of  

wispy angler’s rods fitting the wall beside his bulging recliner.  Marlins and 

ladyfish swimming around his head, Cuba on the horizon, stacks of  books 

beneath his feet.  Messing about in boats.  

• • •

I hope one day I’ll get to sing Yippie-ki-oh with him again, no shying away.
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